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PROOF POSITIVE THAT POPE IS

HIS. BREATHING

COMMANDER HAS MEN
BUT NO WEAPONS
El Paso, Texas, April 19 The Mexican federal garrison at Juarez found
Itself In a predicament today. Some
daring person had made away with
the ammunition and the breech blocks
of all cannons and machine guns, renthe pieces useless.
dering
'
Complicating the situation was the
fact that during the siege of Naco,
Sonora, a large shipment of ammunition was sent through the United
States for the relief of General Ojeda
and now Colonel Juan N. Navasquez
finds himself in command of plenty of
men at Juarez but with virtually no
artillery and little ammunition.
-who was a

Ma-der- o

official, in the border town, was
arrested, but the breech blocks,
which may be duplicated only after,
much expense and time have not been
The lost ammunition is no
found.
less easily recovered.
Mexican consulate officials declare
It was shipped to Naco by permission
of the United States customs and
car
military officials here. But the
was not permitted to cross to the
.Mexican side at Naco and remains
held there.
Juarez, it is predicted, soon may
as well as the
need the ammunition
'
breech blocks.

capital.
After a brisk rifle aivl machine su
subfight across the bay the fire soon
sided. The state'troop'rara entrench
ed at Empalme across the bay from
hosGuaymas. Bullets fell near the
of
no
.neniDura
but
in
Emplame,
pital
the large American coin y tfcere were
reported injured.

reported that the

Coi.sulutional-is-

t

troops in today's preliminary battle successfully employed machine
mounted on small- launches, Froin
' guns
near the shore the rapil f're pieces
are said to. have played havoc with
tne federal positions. Eighty federals
were killed.
CARRANZA FOR PRESIDENT.
Eagle Pass, Texas, April 19. Governor Carranza of Coalhuilla is named
delprovincial president of Mexico by
egates from Sonora, Chihuahua,
and some other Mexican states
vho have been having a conference
in Monclova, Mexico. News of their
They
action reached here today.
agreed to accept the plan of Guadalupe, which names Carranza provision- al president until Mexico City is cap-
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BUT

EXPLODE

Calif., April

A

IS COURT'S REPLY

Philadelphia, Pa., April 19. A verdict of guilty was rendered in the

district courfhere today against
and officers of the International Lumber and Development
U. S.

the promoters

GONTEMhT-H-E
Jefferson City, Mo., April 19. William R. Nelson, editor and owner of
the Kansas City Star, was not guilty
ct malice in the publication of the articles for which he was adjudged
senguilty of contempt of court and
tenced to a day In jail last February
by Circuit Judge Joseph E. Guthrie.
The article itself was 'substantially
true" and "unless In the court's opinion that article in Itself Is 'contemptuous' the petitioner should be disThese were the findings reported
to the Missouri supreme court today
ChaB.
by its commissioner in the case,
C. Crow of Kansas City.
of stated
The- - article complained
that Judge Guthrie had refused to
dismiss the divorce suit of Minnie L.
against Claude F. Clevlnger until attorneys' fees were paid and that the

are

charged with

SMEATON

con-

defraud stockholders of the
company through the U. S. mails.
The government charged that the
company sold stock to the amount of
$6,000,000 by circulating false and misleading literature through the mails
regarding the' value and profits of a
plantation of 28,000 acres m
to.

Cam-pech-

Mexico.

tured and regular elections held.
Carranza pledges himself to turn the
presidency over to the successful canidate. Instructions from Washing
ton to resume delivery of American
of Coa:
e
mail to all points in
huila, Mexico, . where the Carranza
government is operating postoffices,
were received today by the postmaster
' .
here. .
the.-stat-

TOLD THE TRUTH

BELGIUM

HAS ALREADY

A HUGE FORTUNE

NOT

WHICH

TOWER

400,000

BY
MEN

LOST

FIGHT IN
ARE

EN-W-

LISTED.

MAY CONTINUE

FOR

n

tower

A LONG PERIOD

is the original Eddystone lighthouse, built in 1756-59- .
As in many instances of recent date
the bomb employed by the milijants
failed to explode, It consisted of t.ie
usual cylindrical tin canister filled
with explosive.
The bomb was placed by the women under the entrance gate of the
tower. T'ue iuse had been lighted
but was apparently extinguished by
the wind.' On the cylinder the women'
had painted In bold letters the words,
"Votes for women. Death iu ten
minutes" while all around was scattered suffrage literature.

Brussels, April 19. Twelve million
dollars Is the figure compiled in trustworthy circles of Belgium's loss in
the first six days or tne strike for
equal political rights, which has been
joined by about 400,000 men, half the
male population of the country.
s
of this loss of $2,000,-00- 0
a day falls, according to the Socialist Trade Union leaders, on the
capitalists and supporters of the exof
isting system. The organizers
the strike declare that by 'the exercising self denial, they can hold out
as long as the capitalists are willing
to endure the deprivation resulting
from stagnant capital.
All appearances go to show that the
strike will continue for a considerable
period.
Two-third-

WANTS WOMEN TO
BE HOME MAKERS
NOT POLITICIANS CLOTHES CAUGHT
IN FLY WHEEL
Washington, D, C, April 19.
HE IS KILLED
appeared in force today at

TARIFF CAUCUS
ON TARIFF

ADMINIS-

TRATIVE PROVISIONS FINISHED BY
TONIGHT, DISPOSING

OF

AMEND-

MENTS.

THE TARIFF PROGRAM.
Completed by tonight
in houe Mon- IS
day.
Voted on by vays and means
committee Tuesday.
Taken up for consideration of
It the house on Wednesday.
V

-

X

"DO NOT SIGN

BILL"

CONTINUED
DEMOCRATS HOPE TO GET

"jeopardizes and even seriously threat-end- s
the packing indusfiy of this country by reason of the tremendous handicap placed on such industry."
AMENDMENT IS LOST.
ANTI-JA- P
Washington, D. C.,' April 19. Ah
amendment proposed ;o strike from
the tariff bill the provision which
would grant a discount of five per
cent on all imports shipped in. American vessels, was voted down in the
Democratic caucus of the house late
today, after a three hours' debate.
ADChairman Underwood opposed the THIS IS SECRETARY
BRYAN'S
amendment.
VICE TO GOVERNOR JOHNSON OF
Sacramento, Calif., April 19. A telegram to Governor Hiram W. Johnson
CALIFORNIA, IF PROPOSED JAW
from Secretary of State Bryan at
CONFLICTS WITH TREATIES.
Washington, giving the views of the
federal administration on the pending
alien land laws in California legislaWashington, D. C, April 19. Secreture was receivedthis morning. Governor Johnson mtftiu the message pub- tary Bryan today telegraphed to Golic but without comment.
vernor Johnson, of California, requestIt is as follows:
ing him to withhold his signature from
"Washington, D, C, April 18, 1913.
bill that might be
any
"Governor Hiram Johnson,
in
of
treaties between
violation
taken
Sacramento, Lalir.
and
United
States
the
Japan,
to
me
desires
say
"The president
The postponement by the Califor- that while he fully recognizes tho
right of the people of California to nia legislature of the alien land bills
legislate according to their judgment until next week has the effect to
on the subject of land tenure, he feels
relieve the tension, though
it his duty to urge a recognition of the slightly
international character of such legis- every moment until the bill Is again
tnken up will be utilized in exchange
lation.
"Being anxious to preserve and of messages between Washington and
strengthen the long standing, friendly Sacramento and other points in Calirelations existing between this coun- fornia where influential officials retry and the nations of the orient, ho side who, may be able to exert some invery respectfully, but most earnestly fluence on the course of legislation at
advises against the use of tne worda the state capltol.
He asks
'ineligible to citizenship.'
that you bring this view to the attenGIUE
tion of the legislature. He believes
ithe bill, as telegraphed to the depart
MEDALS TO SCOUTS
ment of state, is greatly to be preferred. That bill limited owenrship
Washington, D. C, April 19. Boy
to citizens and to those who had de- scouts
in khaikl today
thronged
clared their intention to become 'citiPennsylvania avenue in greater num
zens.
Ibers than at any time Bince March
"W J, BRYAN." !il when
(Signed)
they aided the police in prowas Immediately tecting suffragist marchers on that
The telegram
transmitted to the Benate and assem- day. Thoy received medals from the
bly in a special message signed by the women in appreciation for their assis-- I
The presentance on that occasion.
governor.
The message was read in both tation took place in a downtown theahouses and was ordered printed in the
As the boys gathered at the theater
journals without discussion.
Two other telegrams, one from the ,'they were greeted with applause and
Port'ind, Oregon, chamber of com- handclupping of the numerous women
merce and the other from the Young v ho were early on hand to witness the
Barristers association of Tokio, both j roceedings.
of
The medals are handsome bronze
protesting against the enactment The
land law were read in
trophies commemorative of the pa
an
lade event and each one bears the
senate.
x
of the engraved name of the recipient.
No action on the message
governor containing the Bryan message will bo taken until next week.
This was announced officially by floor
leaders in the upper house this morn-lug- .
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"
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Plymouth, Eng., April 19 A milisuffrage "bomb troop" this morn-inattempted to blow up the famous
Smeaton tower on Plymouth hoe. The

a

19.
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BOMB

tant

CHINATOWN IN
STATE OF SIEGE

spiracy

SUFFRAGISTS:

SAVED FROM DESTRUCTION.

re

EDITOR IS NOT GUILTY OF

charged."

AS

OF STRIKE

seems

EASIER TODAY.

-

Is

AND IT

CON-

state of siege was declared in Chinatown today by order of the police department and the district attorney, no
white man will be allowed to enter
Chinatown, and no yellow man will be
JIMENEZ RETAKEN.
El Paso, Texas, April 19. Jimenez allowed to leave it. killed commercialIf Chinatown is
this week by federals
was
is not too
from Parral, say refugees arriving by ly, well and good; the price
the
to
an
end
tong
murders,
for
heavy
automobile here this morning.
In the attack by rebels last Sunday, police declare.
reThis is the answer of San Franciso
eight federals were killed and the
in the
mainder driven from the town. Later to the tenth murder last night
of
the
Tongs.
battle
endless
from
was
brought
federal artillery
Chief White said today that he is
Parral, and after a vigorous fight the
the convinced the rich merchants of
400 constitutionalists occupying
or of
town were driven into the hills. San- Chinatown, whether from, fear and
ta Rosalia also is retaken by the free will, are behind the tongs,
touch
Huerta troops which temporarily con- he believes the best way to
the
is
consciences
through
their
Mexican
the
line
of
entire
the
trol
nerve.
has
;x
pocket
however,
Traffic,
. Centra .railway,,.
Noi a sightseeing automobile enternot been resumed below Chihuahua
ed Chinatown today. The army of
city.
professional guides who show tourHE IS SAFE.
the sights were idle.
ists
W.
S.
19.
Ap:
Lincoln, Neb., April
corner was picketed with a
Every
interof
mining
plewhite, secretary
or a detective. White 'men
policeman
was
reported
ests in Mexico, who
women
and
living in the district or
held by Mexicans for a large ransom
business there
legitimate
is safe in Naco, Arizona, according to having
were allowed to pass the lines, but
word received here this morning by
were required to show cause.
his brother in law, Dr. C. A. Shoe- they
blockade will continue until the
The
Alcame
from
maker. The message
are satisfied that a decent repolice
fred Evans at San Antonio, Texas,
civilized law" has been
for
spect
who had his information direct from
of those
brought home to the hearts
Mr. Applewhite.
'
who rule the district.
BOMBARD GUAYAMAS.
No opposition is expected from the
Nogales, Ariz., April 19. Insurgent
Chinese
consul, who recently informSonora state troops early today began
ed
the
grand
jury that tongs were
the bombardment of Guaymas by long
born on the
distance artillery and rifle fire. The murderous associations,
organized 'as
federal garrison of 600 regulars was Pacific coast, ostensibly but
not perfraternities,
entrenched in a suburb of the Calif- charitable China.
'
in
mitted
insurThe
attacking
ornia gulf city.
gents are said to number more than
on
1,000 with strong reinforcements
GUILTY OF FRAUD
the way from Hermonsillo, the state

It

X A
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Home, April ,19. For the first time
since his Illness the pope and his sisters lunchen at the Vatican together
with Angelo Sarto, his. brother,, today.
This is considered here as proof that
the pope is really convalescing.
The pope slept quietly for two hours
His breathing was
this morning.
easier and his rest more refreshing
than it had been.
Rome, April 19. Prof-Ettoand Dr. Andrea Amici, the
papal physicians, stated today- that
owing to the continued improvement
in the pope's condition, only one bulletin a day would be now issued from
the sick room. This morning's bulletin read as follows:
"His holiness passed a very tranquil
night, with his temperature standing
this morning at 97.1. His cougmng
snpiia'and exDectoration have further
diminished and his general condition
in stronger and better. Owing to tne
continued amelioration only one bulletin .daily will be published.
' MARCHIAFAVA."
(Signed)

San Francisco,
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DEATH
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DISAPPEARED.
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the capitol, prepared to protest to the
senate woman
suffrage committee
Chicago, 111., April 19. Otto W.
against any constitutional amendment Brodie, a professional aviator, was
giving the right of franchise to their killed today by a fall of his machine
sex.
from a height of 45 feet at the aviaAmong the principal speakers were tion grounds on West 6.1rd street and
Mrs. Arthur M. Dodge, president of South B2nd avenue. Brodie was head
the national association opposed to of a school of aviation and was testwoman's suffrage; Mrs. A. J. George, ing a new machine. It is believed that
secretary of the men's branch of the his clothing caught in the fly wheel
organization, and Miss Lucy Brice, one of the engine, as the aeroplane tipped
of its foremost lecturers and workers. crazily before plunging to earth.
Mrs. Wm. L. Hugam, of Massachusetts, read a paper by Kate Douglas WILSON WILL GO
Wiggin, the author.
ON A MOTOR TRIP
"I cannot believe that the ballot is
the first, or the next, or the best thing

to work for," she read. "I want women to be a good home maker, a good
mother and a loyal, intelligent active
citizen, but above all, to be a helpful,
stimulating, inspiring force in the
world, rather than a useful, and in
(luential factor in politics."
REHEARING

e

X

S
St

.sxststssxstxstJtxxx

Washington, D. C, 4pril 19. Democrats of the house continued their
caucus on tariff revision today, wi'.h
the exception of completing by nightfall the administrative provisions of
the bill and disposing of numerous
ways' and means conir.iitte amendments.
These amendments do not affect the
substance of the tariff hill to any
extent, but are intended to clarify and
strengthen the language of the measure and include a few relatively unimportant changes in rates whi' h
commend themselves to the committee in recent communications to the
ways and means committee majority.
So far the only substantial change
made in the tariff bill has been the
transfer of shoe machinery to the frei
list.
Washington, D. C, April 19. The
ways and means committee minorty
agreed today to an amendment to
transfer buckwheat and rye to the
free lists and to add savings banks
''not conducted for profit" to the list
of exemptions from the operation of
the income tax. They were reported
later to the caucus. Thore was no
change in the items of wheat on whi'm
the millers have been making a great
fight because of the putting of flou""
on the free list.
When the caucus assembled Democratic Leader Underwood said he expected the tariff bill would be comAs
by tonight.
pleted In ""caucus
in
amended it will be
the house;Monday and according to
present plans, voted upon by the
membership of the ways and
means committee at a meeting Tuesday and probably taken up for consideration by the house Wednesday.
BUFFALO PROTESTS.
The BufBuffalo, N. Y., April 19.
falo chamber of commerce has, decided to call a mass meeting, at which
a delegation will be elected and sent
to Washington to protest against some
features of the tariff bill. Both the
and the meat packing industries of the state are threatened, it
U stated, in a resolution adopted by
the board of directors.
"A duty imposed on wheats, oats
and buckwheat,, unless there is an
equalization duty on products and byproducts of such commodities," the
resolution says, "would work a great
injustice to the industries of the
United States and especially to the
city of Buffalo, where the aggregate
value of plants devoted to such industry, including elevators, is $10,000,-000.- "
'

SUFFRAGISTS

-

anti-alie- n

WALL STREET.

on-tir- e

refusal came after the Clevingers had
teen reconciled out of court and asked
the dismissal of the case.
finds," says
"Your commissioner
the report, "from the evidence submitted and considered, that the article
referred to was substantially true,
and as nearly a correct report of court
proceedings as' could be . expected
from a layman, and the experience of
has been that
your commissioner
cany lawyers would have made as
many errors as7 appear' In this article.
this article com'The author-o- f
plained of, Mr. Murphy, was a layman
and moreover, even had he been learned, in the law, he would have been of
the opinion that the order in the The proposed admission of dressed
Clevinger case was unusual in that it moat free, while a duty of ten per cent
imposed conditions on the right of ad valorem is levied on 41ve stock, is
the plaintiff to dismiss-- a suit for di- also condemned in the resolution.
.
''
vorce.!
it states,
, "Such tariff revision,"

I

DAUGHTERS ARE
LEAUING FOR HOME
Washington, D. C, April 19. When
the annual conUnenUL congress cf th
Dauehters of the American revolution
met today in its final session it was
a ghost of its former self. Following
s
the election of Mrs. William .
Storey yesterday as president
general, with the election of seven
vice president generals, many delegates left for their homes. Others,
tired out by the election fight, re
mained in their hotels.
It was apparent that a majority
of those who attended the closing
meeting were admirers of Mrs. Storey.
Cum-mlng-

Sioux ritv. Ia.. April 19. William
I Peebzles, alias William Conley, ac
cused of starting a number of fires
hare confessed, when arraigned in
(police court today. He also confessed,
say the police, to numerous robberies
iu various parts
country. Peebles said he formerly lived in San An
tonio, Texas.
of-t-

New York. N. Y
ealr,L- - tviQi.l.-- f
plncoH

April
fii--

19.

The

finornlfi H v
been waning

interest, which has
throughout the week, virtually disappeared today and the total of transactions for the short season, was

Some stocks were sold at the beginning of business, the sharp decline in
Canadian Pacific in London being reflected in a similar fall here. Bear
traders soon saw, however, that their
sales had caused no general' selling
and brought back stocks in leisurely
fashion.
fluctuations
Subsequent
were trivial.
Bonds were easy.
Pesos fluttering around the 45 cent
mark have caused somewhat of a
panic along the border, not only in
banking but in mercantile circles.

SLAUGHTERED

BY

DYNAMITE.

Panama, April 19. Fifteen or twenty men are estimated to have been
killed or wounded by the premature
explosion this afternoon of twelve
tons of dynamite between the Pedro
Miguel lock and the MIraflores locks
of the Panama canal.

ON MONDAY
OF COAL RATE CASE.

Denver, Colo., April 19.

The

state

railroad commission today set Monof
day as the date for a
the coal rate case, In which the commission recently issued an order reducing rates from northern Colorado
coal fields to Denver. The case was
set for hearing on petition of the Colorado and Southern, Union Pacific and
Chicago, Burlington and Quincy railroads.
Under the order already issued, the
new rates are to go into effect April
24th.

cHLL

Washington,, J C., April 19. PresWilson took a day off for the
first time since his inauguration. He
did not come to the executive offices
but spent the morning in his study
in., the White House and planned to
take a long automobile ride in the
afternoon.
ident.

JUDGE LOVETT TO CONFER.
Robert S.
Lovett, chairman of the board of the
Union Pacific railway, is expected to
with Federal
confer hpre Monday
Judges Hook, Adams and Sanborn,
of the
the dissolution
regarding
Union Pacific and Southern Pacific."
The government will be represented
at the conference by C. C. Houpt, St.
Paul, United States district attorney.
At the conference here a method of
dissolution will be agreed upon, or an
application for more time to consider
will be filed on behalf of the railways.
St. Paul, Minn., April 19

JAPANESE DESIRE
cHMERWAN FRIENDSHIP

University of California, April 19.
President Ber,4amin Ide Wheeler,
and
of the University of California
President David Starr Jordan, of
Stanford University, are in receipt today of a cablegram from President
Harada, of Doshisha University of
Japan, the most important christian
institution of higher learning of that
President Harada appealed
country.
land
for opposition to the anti-aliebill being considered in the legislature.
The cablegram is dated Kyto and
reads as follows:
"President Jordan:
"President Wheeler:
"All Japanese desire American
Doshisha asks your infriendship.
fluence with legislature.
(Signed) "HARADA."

President Wheeler would make no
statement today regarding the cablegram.

Sacramento, Calif., April 19. Secretary Bryan's telegram called forth
varied comment from members of the
legislature, many of whom likened It
to the message sent by President
Roosevelt six years and President Taft
four years ago when similar legislation

was pending in California.
Senator Eoyuton, Progressive
and floor leader in the upper
house, said: "It Is not surprising that
administration at
the Democratic
Washington has taken the same position that' was taken hy Roosevelt and
Taft. It is impossible to predict the
outcome, but.I believe" that notwithstanding the views of the president, an
equitable alien land bill will be passed."
Senator Birdsall, whose name is on
the committee substitute bill, believes
that California., has full, rights In the

" '
Secretary Bryan's message
he said.
is entitled to consideration,'
"It does not change the situation. It
is up to the people of California, first
to determine whether they have a
right to enact such a law and second,
whether they wish to do so. As for
that, the attitude of the state towards

matter.

"While

x

alien land legislation is best shown hy
the vote of sixty to fifteen in favor of
the bill in the assembly."
Senator Thompson, who drafted the
original committee's bill, said: "The
position taken by President Wilson is
exactly in line with that taken by
Taft and Roosevelt under similar circumstances.
It completely robs the
subject of any partisan character
whatsoever.
The frank expression of
pieference for the senate bill Indicates clearly the attitude of the federal administration as favoring a law
that would apply to all aliens alike.
"Iin view of the pending amendments which seek to limit its application to stockholders of corporations,
vho are eligible to citizenship and exclude those who are ineligible, this expression is very timely."
Senator Wright, Republican, who
is opposed to any alien land bill, said
that while the telegram showed due
regard for the state's right to legislate in the matter, it did not reach
the vital question.
"The important thing here, he said,
"is whether we should enact a law at
this particular time that would be an
obstacle to the development of our
slate. That is the issue involved in
these bills, not the exclusion of the

Japanese."

IS FRIENDLY

ADVICE.

Senator Caminetti, Democrat, held
that the Bryan message was only
friendly advice not calculated to interfere with the state's action.
"This telegram," ho said, "cannot be
considered in any way as an attempt
on the part of the national administration5 to interfere with action by
this legislature on the proposed alien
land law. Its very terms recognize
the rfeht of the state to act. If the
proposal to limit the corporation provisions of the bill to those 'eligible
possibly, it
citizenship' is made,
placed in the law, it would be a violation of our treaty obligations. I favor
the original senate bill because It observes these treaty stipulations and
acts on the broad rule of equality.'

SATURDAY, APRIL 19. 1913.

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN

CONTRADICTIONS
FEMININITV.

Fresh Eggs, 30c Per
Get

TAIL
GIRL
STILL
ORED
IS
HERE.

THE-STRICT-

Doz.

Our Prices On Flour and Potatoes.

5

OF

LY

)

MANVILLE DUSTBANE
OR SWEEPING POWDER.

TRY OUR COOKING OIL.

That

leap the:
PROCESSION
OUR LINE

BUSINESS

IN TER GROCERY CO.

the: coovs and we

'Sell jt richt,'1

Wood

day.

DAWSON COAL
Fancy Egg

Fancy Lump

" BUY IT OF CRICHTON."
Phone One Double

O

WOOD

J.

It seems as though the Paris designer and the Paris fashionable woman
are in league to bind the fashionable
figure in every particular, where it is
necessary to be free to insure health
and grace.
The dress illustrated was seen at
Ihe Longchamps races, and was less
Notwithstanding the many draperies
s
of a yard around that are worn this
than
spring there still is
the feet, It was made of black velvet seen the strictly tailored girl. She is
of white silk ratine, usually young, for only a young wowith an
man can stand the plain lines of the
and a wide"b"elt of the black.
tailored suit.
A gown of this kind emphasizes only correctly
This season they are wearing the
the sex of its wearer. It is not grace coat different from the skirt and the
ful, practical or beautiful. It makes of stunning suit pictured is of blue and
a woman a kind of a queen bee, whose white check for the skirt and of plain
only reason for living is to attract the blue for the coat. A white vestee with
male and reproduce her kind.
dark blue buttons and binding, with a
It is rather hard to understand Just white collar and blue choker with a
why, at the time when women are large salior hat make this a stunning
r
girl.
preaching freedom as never before. rig for an
A new fashion wrinkle is the side
they are allowing their arms and legs
to be so bound that walking or help- pockets on the skirt. You find them
in all the strictly tailored suits this
ing themselves is practically

ASK FOR TICKETS
SHIP YOUR FREIGHT
P DO M

rllUiU

T A PP To m Paso' Bi5bee Douglass a&
All I A l Li all points in New Mexico, Ari-

three-quarter-

QA

J

zona, Mexico and to the Pacific Coast, via NEW MEXICO

over-tuni-

CENTRAL to Torrance thence.

-

East
or
West

The

Best
Route

qut-doo-

year.

I

For Rates and Full lnformation'Address

I EUGENE

FOX,

0FS

'-K-

S

NEW MEXICO MILITARY

I

TEXAS.

EL

INSTITUTE

Ranked as "Distinguished
Institution " by the U S.
War Department.
In the beautiful Pecos
Valley, 3,700 feet above sea level,
sunshine every day. Open air
work throughout the entire ses- slon. Conditions tor physical
are
and mental development
IDEAL-su- cn
as eannot be found
Fourelsewhere In America.
teen officers and Instructors, all
graduates from standard Eastern colleges. , Ten buildings,
modern In every respect.

Lodated

Sym-poziu-

Regents:
E. A. OAHOOM, President.

U
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Denver

& Rio

tennis courts working overtime and
together with the playground appara
at
Mrs. C. W. Wells is entertaining
tus, the school grounds present an anat
her
apartthis
afternoon
bridge
imated appearance. At the same time
ment on Washington avenue, the fol- the teachers sin the grades may be
s
lowing ladies being present:
geen drilling the girls in the intricate
French, Jeunius W. Johnson, maneuvers of the Maypole dance,' and
Robert Cooper, Thomas other folk dances. 'All in
Goutchey,
preparation
Doran, Fawcett, Owen, Kegel and Miss for the May festival, which will be
Minette Myers.
held the last week of school.
On Tuesday morning a happy sur
prise was in store for the high schoal
A "REAL" DANCE.
when they assembled to fi id
Such was the title given the en- pupils,
brand new upright piano, which It
tertainment by the Elks last night. ais our
The instruhope to purchase.
rt Vas a tribute paid to the dance by
solos
ment
'was
dedicated
piano
by
it.
attended
who
150
the 125 or
people
and
eongs.
were
many
Besides the Elks there
The regular meeting of the
visitors and they vied with each other
Literary society vas held or.
in showering compliments on the enand the followtertainment committee, composed of Wednesday afternoon
carried out:
Edward L. Safford, chairman; Adolf ing program
Piano sole Gertrude Gormley; as
August T.
Fischer, Albert Clancy,
"Marshal, Nellie Nusbaum; "At
say
Koch and Frank Keeffe.
terthat," Frank Cunningham; piano
The music ah that was the "hit." solo, ?.?!bs Sena; essay "Wilson,"
"
The "Elks' Orchestra " handled tnis Esther Pollard.
important feature of., the entertainDebate "Resolved, That the Unired
ment and handled it well. The or- States should own and control tha
chestra is composed of Mr. and Mrs. railways." Affirmative, Mirian WorS. C. McCrimmon, V. D. Lorenzo, A. sen, Anita
Wlentge, Irma Stephens:
Alvarez and A. Digneo. They played negative, Hamel Plueger, Bernaid
acwith
the
selection
after
selection
Spitz, Rowland Pollard.
cent that delights the gliders over the
The senior class are working on
new
glassy floor. There were many
the class play entitled the "College
selections to tickle the "twinkling Widow." Cast will be announced
toes" of the merry gliders. There was later.
enfor instance, that stirring
..
titled "In My Harem."
And rags there were gay rags ga- WOMAN'S CLUB.
Dr. F. HT H. Roberts, president of
lore! One might mention "Clikety-Clack- "
and "Harmon Rag," as hit mak the Las Vegas Normal school, gave a
came most interesting exposition of the psyers, while tne KUDe Two-siein for its share of applause. A thread chology of art last evening before the
o romance was woven through other Santa Fe Woman's club.
melodies. "Take Me Back to the Gar
In introducing his subject, Dr. Rob
den of Love" proved popular and 80 erts said he would rather have listen
did "First Ix)ve" and the "Debutante ed to an account of the history of
Waltze." The "Cubanola Waltz" also the wonderful old Palace of the governors than to have spoken to the lascored. The musicians were kept
until about 1:50 a. in.
dies. Ho. said, iu passing, thai Sauta
Of course, there were intermissions Fe was wonderful, unique, and in fact,
and at one of them refreshments were more fascinating than- - many of the
much advertised cities of Europe that
served.
be had personally seen.
Entering his subject, Dr. Roberts
HIGH SCHOOL NOTES. explained
that art had only two sides
the
musical
annual
..The
given by
physchologically for the human indievenSanta Fe hight school Friday
vidual. These were the receiving of
ing was a most successful event and and the giving of impressions.
The
reflected much credit on the depart- infant receives the "Impression of disment of music and the supervisor. comfort or comfort and expresses this
Miss Bishop. The auditorium was with
crying or cooing.- Later It accomfortably filled with friends and quires a spoken language then It atpatrons of the public school and prov- tempts further expression by crude
ed to be a sympathetic and responsive
pictures, cutting of wood or other conaudience.
structions to express the
This week the athletic association ii has first received. Thisimpressions
is as far
received from the Spaulding Manu- aa most of us go, but the
great muvaulta
standard
facturing company
sicians, painters, sculptors, writers
ing pole, 14 feet long, and a set of 6 and inventors go further. They take
canvas bases for the baseball diamond. the wonderful
impressions and create
shot which was ordered At another more wonderful
a
expression of
the. same time will be received in a the same
...impression. few days. Every evening after school
from old storShakespeare
the boys may be seen running, jumpies almost entirely, even his Hamlet.
ing and vaulting. With a baseball Lincoln's "For
the People, by the Peo
time, sad
game going most t
Mes-dame-

'The West Point of the Southwest.

J. E. RHEA,
J. P. WHITE. Treasurer.
JOHN W. VOX, Secretary.
W. A. UNLAY.
For particulars and Illustrated

SOCSETV

cata-egu- e,

address,

COL.JAS.W.WlLLSON,Supt.

two-ste- p

!!!!'"''
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Grande R. R.

j

SHORTEST LINE TO

1 Benver, Colorado Springs
and Pueblo.
WHERE DIRECT CONNECTIONS ARE MADE

t FOR ALL EASTERN POINTS

'

p

-

THROUGH LINE TO

Salt Lake City, Ogden and

the Pacific Coast.
f

'

For Information as to Rates, Reservations, etc, call on
239
Win. M. Scott, Traveling Freight and Passenger Agent,
1 San Francisco Street, or at Union Depot.
I
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COMPANY.
Phone 14.

LIGHT
I
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.

N
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AT BRIDGE

ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
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Going cn into the higher plan of his
WOOD-DAVI- S
question, Dr. Roberts said that every
picture ope hung on the walls of his
"IF ITS . HARDWARE WE HAVE IT."
home made character lor oneself and Phone 14.
one's friends.
The Greek art being
less accurate in anatomy and moTe
perfect artistically lacked the sensual
cf the perfect skin tints and sex perfect figures of the., Flemish schools, as
The child
expressed by Renbens.
whose character
on Greek art
will rise higher than one built on the
Reubens type.
Dr. Roberts wanted to know why
there were pictures for the parlor, the
living 'rooms and dining rooms, but no
pictures for the kitchen. He thought
someone should paint home, as every
N THESE DAYS OF MODERN METH
ether occupation has .ts type of art.
ODS, Electricity plays a most Impor- For tho kitchen he thought a pretty
a.
a.
rwt
a
It it
girl, happily washing dishes, would be
wuuiu
pan. me granaiamer
fine. Following this line of thought,
of
be
radiance
Dr. Roberts states that many a boy
amazed
at
the
the mod;
would be saved from hell and many a
ern home and why all this light? To
girl from degradation if 'the home understood the psyschology of art as the
make the home more homelike to make
saloonkeeper employed it. No trade
the home the most pleasant spot on earth
is without Its art. The handsome store
aud the seed merchant.
Yet the art
for father, mother and children. Good light
of the saloon is the convincing proof
that is easy on the eyes is very much to be
of the power of the character building
of pictures.
desired.
Drawing the minds of his hearers to
the right kind of art, Dr. Roberts told
of the wonderful power of a marble
statue of the Christ seen at an exposition by himself. Not even knowing
the sculptor's name, yet the impression was .wonderfully uplifting.
Describing four well chosen pictures that hang in the Normal school
s
Vegas, he said: "We have
ccpies of Micheal Angelo's 'Moses; a
picture of Ellen Terry as 'Sir Galla-hadIS QUITE SO CON YEN-- "
painted by her; a new picture of
IENT as to touch the button and, '
Lincoln and as a companion picture to
Terry we have King Arthur. Think
your stove Is ready to cook your
of the character building here."
Iron ready to use, your toasted
An informal reception followed Dr.
Robert
address, and refreshmtents
hurried breakfast, your vacufor
the
ready
served in the Frijolies room of the old
um
cleaner
ready for the fray, your washer .
Falace. Mrs. Lloyd and Mrs. Renehan
fan ready to cool the heatto
poured coffee.
cleanse,
ready
During the evening Mrs. Winchester
ed rooms. Electricity will do every thing
sang in .her usually brilliant style.
'
for you. We furnish it at reasonable rates,
Her selections were: "Die Lorlie," by
"In
List, sang
German, and "An Open 1
day and n'ghf Estimates and full InforSecret," "The Cry of Rachael" and
mation cheeerfully given.
"A Wise Folly." Mrs. Sargent played
melodies
Fthelbert
a collection of
by
Nevins.
On Thursday, April 23,' the Santa
Fe Woman's club will hold its regular
tusiniss meeting ir th r isjembly
room of the Palace of thj Governors,
i.t 10 a. in. At this moet'nv the chairmen of d3iiartnitnts.v.t;; present their
annual reports All ary urici to be

HARDWARE

SAWED WOOD

Domestic Lump

or

BeTavse: Wfvr Cor

PHOITE 40.

oal

ple and of the People"- had .been
voiced before by Admiral Nelson, concerning the church and France. Lincoln changed the idea and crystalized
it into its now famous form. Dr. Roberts stated that expression of impressions with the hands was all art and
that the child of today had the right
t.i be taught in our schools to express
himself by manual arts as much as
by the pen or spoken language. Every
child has the right to be taught to
ufce the hoe, spade, chisel or hammer as much or more than the pen
since the child is just as apt to want
to express himself in his life work
my mechanical work as to become professor or minister or a doctor. This
W
dignifying and raising of art of
cf one's personality in the
mechanical arts, as farming and allied
IN
pursuits, will tend "toward a creation
cr more reautiful things and more
rconomicfil production of the necessities of life.
Without people to appreciate the
products rf art there would be no
art. Dr. l oberts stated that in New
Mexico, as well .as in many other
states of the union, a boy, to learn
mechanical- - art would have to commit
Ay
acrime ard be sent to .the peniten ALTHOUGH WE KEEP AGOING WE ARE HERE TO STAY. IF YOU DEAL
tiary, wher" he could then only learn WITH US YOU WILL BE HEI'.E TO STAY. THE WAY WE EXPECT TO
make bricks. This should excite STAY IS TO GIVE OUR CUSTOMERS GOOD, RELIABLE HARDWARE AND
the Interest of all who pretend to PAINTS FOR THE MONEY. - IF YOU WANT
PAINTS, OILS OR VARNISH
be looking into the- future through COME TO US. WE KEEP
THE KIND THAT DRIES QUICKLY AND PREthe education of the children of to SERVES YOUR PROPERTY. OUR GOOD PAINT IS A GOOD
INVESTMENT.

SANTA FE W ATER & LIGHT CO.

..
piesent.
The annual business meeting of the
.

Santa Fe Woman's club will be held on
Saturday morning at 10 a. m., in the
same place. At this meciing the president wilt present her annual report
A vote will also be taken on the proposed changes in the by laws. Theso
changes have been printed and.. are in
the hands of each club member, so
that all know just what the proposed
changes are. A ballot was mailed at
the same time to each member of the
crab.
Ii is planned that each u ember
:iark this ticket and brii.g it with her
on Saturday morning to be dropped
i.no the ballot box. Tbe members
also requested to bring their mem
bership cards with them at this time.
On April 30 the art and literature
department will present the Shakes-periafarce, "The Ladies Speak at
Last." This is to be an open meeting for the entire club rnd friends.
AH are asked to reserve tv.s date.

shl

(Continued

on page three).

SCOTTISH
RITES

MASONS,
SPRING REUNION.
EL PASO, TEXAS.
April

21-2-

1913.

$16.10

Round Trip Rate- FROM SANTA FE, N- - M.
Datesof Sale, April 19th to
22nd, Inclusive.
Return Limit, April 27th, If 1.
1

SANTA FE ALL THE WAY

H. S. LUTZ, Agent,
Santa Pe," - - New Mexico.

CAPITAL COAL YARD
PHONE 85 MAIN.

aoal wffitti wood

SWASTIKA LUMP
CERRILLOS LUMP
STEAM COAL
ANTHRACITE COAL,

FACTORY WOOL)

SAWED WOOD
CORD WOOD
ALL SIZES.

Montezuma Avenue, near A., T. & S. F. Railroad Depot-

-

Spring is Here! "FixitShop
Why not have that
Upholstering Done-a-

For Repairing of AH Kinds
In Metal 'and Wood

paired?

'GUNS, BICYCLE,

nd

Furniture

Re-

We make Mission Furniture,
Shelving:, Counters, Steplad-derand do all kinds
of repairing.

and

LOCK, KEY

s,

UPHOLSTERING SPECIALTIES

.

J.F.RHOADS
NOVELTY WORKS.
I04 OAlilBTEO
W.

Telephone

::
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New Mexican Want Aa

Just Try a

-

PKINTINO
A HEW MEXICAN
.Local Agentr for
II

II

Gaflsteo

J- -
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SANTA FE HEW MEXICAN

SATURDAY, APRIL 19, 1913.
most exactly a century before the enIMPORTANT WORK
trance of Christian missionaries in
TO BE CARRIED
California. And so It is with the other
monuments of Castilian
enterprise
The first meeting of the board of and skill In the- isolated valley of the
governors of the Society for the Pre- Uto Grande. The only difference is
servation of Spanish Antiquities will that elsewhere they have been protectbe held on Tuesday evening,, and fhis ed; and hero they have been neglect- Mexican Pt and suffered to decay. The en- really marks, an epoch in New
'
cioachment of the Rio Grande carried
history.
No part of the United States is so fawn to destruction the great church
rich in interesting monuments of the 'at Santo Domingo. That perhaps
era of Spanish authority,' Spanish in-- could not have been saved; but the
telligence and Spanish art, as New! loss of the old mission churches at
Mexico. While we hear much of the Santa Clara and Nambe could easily
old missions of "California and
been prevented. During the last
eands of tourists visit them yearly, yet 50 'years New Mexico has lost fully
those of Js'ew Mexico were ancient and half of her most important historical
some of them in ruins, before the first 'structures, and many others are al- foiindation of a California mission was most on the point of destruction; but
laid. The massacre of the Franciscan the meeting" on
Tuesday evening
of an in- noldiers of the- Cross, in 1C80 was al marks the commencement

OUT
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thou-'hav-

No man is

Stronger
Than his
Stomach
"The Medical Adinaerby
B. V. Pierce, M. D Buffalo, N. Y. ansivers hosts
of delicate questions
about which every man

or woman, single

or mar-Tie- d
ought to know. Sent

receipt of SI one-cestamps to. pay for
wrapping and mailing.

free

on

nt

e

Spanish scholar and is said to be a
man of executive ability.
The committee which met here yesthe
terday evening to take action on comestablishment of this school was
posed of the Rev. John It. Cass o(
Ibuquerque, the Rev.' Hugh A. Coop-of Rendon, the Rev. Samuel McGill
ci Jtaton and the Rev. Thomas Ross of
Manuel school, Albuquerque.
This committee met pursuant to a
n
n...o.,1 1,,. ili.-NEW
BY
APPOINTED
COMMITTEE
nod some two years ago to look into
the plan or establishing a scnooi ior
MEXICO SYNOD WILL ESTABLISH the
training of ministers to work in
New
THE
WITH
Mexity
IT AT ALBUQUERQUE

ttlligent effort to stop further loss of
this ldud, and to protect and preserve
everything of value and interest connected with the Spanish occupation.
Many questions as to methods and
the priority of work have to he considered. , There are at leaBt a dozen great
structures that require immediate attention to be made safe from destruction. Some are in cities and others
the midst of
are solitary ruins in
"

PRESBYTERIANS
WILL OPEN ANEW
SCHOOL

di suits.
The new society has a board of governors, consisting of twenty members
end made up of the live general
imd fifteen others, and these
will meet to inaugurate this important
work, on Tuesday evening, at the
house of the president of the society,
Hon, L. Bradford Prince. The members of the board of governors, are:.
Frank W. cTancy, R. L. Uaca, J. Wight
Giddings, O. N. Marron, Nestor
A. J. I.oomis, Filadelfo Uaca, G.
W
Pilchard, .1. H. Crist, Camillo Pa-- j
G.
Volney
dilla, B. C. Hernandez,
Howard. J. D. Sena, It. E. Twitchell,
Y. G. Turley.

-

REV. L

Mon-toya- ,

.

the greatest athlete have dyspepsia and hr
will soon fail. One's stamina
and strength of mind or muscle
depend upon the blood, and the blood in turn,
for the stomach is the
requires a healthy stomach,
laboratory where the food is digested and such elePUNISHMENT
or
assimilated
which make
taken
ments are
up
BILL IS DEFEATED.
blood. In consequence all the organs of the body,
such as heart, lungs, liver and kidneys, as well as
Sacramento, Calif., April 1!). The
the nervous system, feel the bad effect if the stom- state senate judiciary committee vot- ach i3 deranged.
cd 11 to 2 last night against a bill
providing for the abolition of capital

LET

Dr. Pierce's Golden
Medical Discovery

'

helps the stomach to digest food properly, starts the
liver into new activity, removing the poisons from the
blood, and the various organs get rich, red blood, instead of being illy nourished. The refreshing influence
of this extract of native medicinal plants has been
Everywhere
favorably known for over 40 years.
some neighbor can tell you of the good it has done.

Sold by all medicine dealers In liquid or tablet form:
or send SO
stamps to Dr. Pierce, Invalids'
Hotel, Buffalo, and trial box will be mailed you.
one-ce-

j

punishment in California. It was decided, however, to pass out the bill for
a vote on Hie flower floor.

nt

NOTICE!
The annual meeting of the stockholders of the New Mexico Telephone
Co. will be held at the office, 239 San
Francisco St. Monday, April 21, 8 p. m.
New Mexican Want
bring results. Trv It.

Ads

alwaye

B. BLOOM AS DIRECTOR.

At a meeting of a committee apMexico
pointed by the synod, of New
dewas
it
church
01 the Presbyterian
trainthe
for
school
a
to
cided
open
Mexico mising of ministers for New
sions. The school is to he located at
will
Albuquerque and a fine building
be erected.
The Rev. Lansing B. Bloom, formermisly of Las Cruces, and now doing
is to have
sionary work at Jemez,
Mr.
charge of the school. The Rev. John
of Judge
Bloom is a
n McFin of this city and is well
known in New Mexico. He is a grad
ua(e ol' the Auburn seminary, is a fine

i.

Every Wosssan
and Simula know
" Interested
oout the wonderful

MsaWtl
MvwSjWwl Ihe
VSSShL.

MARVEL

Whirling Spny
new Vaiihwl Syringe.
Best-m- ust
convenient, ft
cleanses instantly.

lr&j

Ask your drucL'istfor i
If he cannot supply
MARVEL. acctnt no other?
foit sMit Kianm for illustrated
It fives ?ull oartlctl- nrf liircctmnB i valuable to ladies.
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AT 9 0 CLOCK- -

T

Candidates who are competing in The New Mexican's big $5,000 prize contest are urgin order to
ently advised to turn in every available subscription before nine o'clock tonight
will take
schedule
realize the full voting value on each subscription. "Second Period" voting
effect Monday, April 21st, on and after whichdate the voting value of all subscriptions matemail
rially decrease. Candidates residing outside the city of Santa Fe will be privileged to 19th
their orders tonight and all letters containing subscriptions that are postmarked April
will be subject to "First Period" votes.

5

SIX FOR EACH DISTRICTVALUED AT OVER $5,000.00

$1, 000.00 THE

Non-Winne- rs.

G RAN 6

CAPITAL PRIZE

To be awarded the candidate securing the greatest number of votes in the entire contest,
regardless as to where he or she resides in the State of New Mexico.
ThsSuJSsriptloa

Price

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, NEW MEXICAN REVIEW
and Number of Votes Issued on Each Subscription.

the

of

,

SECOND PERIOD
Prom April 21st to May 3rd
the following votes will be
sued on subscriptions :
NEW MEXICAN.

FIRST PERIOD
--

.

Up to and including- April 19th
the following :votes will be issued on
subscriptions
NEW --MEXICAN,

Old or

Mall. Carrier New
4,000
.$ 1.25 i 1.50
Mo...
" ..
8.00
2.50
10,000
,.
.
6.00
1 year.
5.00
25,000
" ,
. 10.00
12.00
60,000
2
" ..
30.00 200,000
. 25.00
5
NEW MKXICAN REVIEW OR EL

Mall
1.25
.
1.50
Mo...
" ....
2.50
.
3.00
8,000
.
5.00
1 year . .
6.00
20,000
" ..
2
. 10.00
12.00
50,000
" ..
. 25.00
6
30.00 150,000
NEW MEXICAN REVIEW OR EL
NUEVO MEXICANO.
6--

NUEVO MEXICANO.
PKICJ2

1

year
2 "
6 "

fe

"

VOTES

3,000
8,000
26,000

1

2
,

6

vear.....$
"
"

Mall

Old or
New
2,500
7,500
20,000

.".

1.00
2.00
6.00

.

VOTES

PRICE

Mall

1
2
5

t

year
"
"

1.00
2.00
6.00

(By "Ye High School Critic")
The "warblers" of the Santa Fe
high school gave a musical program
last night that was tremendous!)
pleasing.
Atflred in white which contrasted
well with the flush of excitement In
their cheeks, the fledgling singers
looked as attractive as any "June essayist" or the "sweet girl grad."
Fond parents and affectionate rela
tives beamed with pleasure at the
manifested by all of the
Elngers even the soloists who had the
trying erdeal of facing their class

Old or

Carrier

New
1,800
5,000
18.UUU

'

VOTES

Old or
Carrier New
Mail
1.60
1.25
1,000
3 Mo... .
3.00
2.60
4,000
, ..
6
(1.00
12,600
1 year.. , . . .5.00
30.000
12.00
10.00
, ..
2
30.00 100,000
. .. 26.00
S
NEW MEXICAN REVIEW OR EL,
. NUEVOVK1CHJMBAIUAINU. VOTES
. Old or
Carrier New
Mail
800
1.00
1 year......
3.500
2.00
2 "
iz.ovv
6.00
r-

$5,000.00
-

$5,000.00
I

PRIZE OONTSST

hereby nominate and cast 5,000 votes

'i

Miss, Mr. or Mrs

Tor

The Santa

-

.

This nomination blank, when clipped out, name and address properly filled in and mailed or delivered to the con-- ;
test department of The Santa Fe New Mexican will count
as 5,000 votes for the candidate nominated.
Note: Candidates are expected to nominate themselves in
tbis .contest Don't wait for someone else to nominate you.
Clip this blank and send in today. '.."..

ONLY ONE NOMINATION BLANK ACCEPTED
CANDIDATE NOMINATED. .

. '.

land in Princeton,

and walk

Fe New Mexican's
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-
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CONTEST; DEPARTMENT THE NEMEXIGAN, SANTA

SCHOOL
MISS

ink

Minnt
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"Biffins,"

"Betty."
Elizabeth Duffield

have found her there
BiveraL years ago; now iseme ma
v.:is, or Miss Eleanor thiit is, siuiyt's
oi pine
n the Philndelphia Acafli-inrts.
quoted
Vfillie Wilson's biography
above was written by herself one day
when she ought to have onen stuayino. hor lPKRon. It was round n one ri
a second
books sold
jM, her old school
in Nsw York cit.
l hand book dealer
Nelli
From an examination
schoolbooks it is easily soen that she
was Just like the 1913 type of schoolgirl.
Maybe she whispered, too, and midc
fun of her teacher! In one of her
books she drew a picture of her teach-eisaying: "Come! Pick up that!"
You

This couodo, when neatly clipped out, name and address
filled in. and brought or sent to the Contest Department of
The New Mexican, Santa Fe, N. M., will count as 100 votes. ,
Do not roll or fold. Mail in flat packages.

S

n

-

sity president.

.

S

v

:
i.xi-- v;.f

to No. 51- - ana you ih.u
Nellie Wilson, daughter of a univer:

IT.TJ-IKIE-

Foster-Milbur-

iWi:;

THE VERY
CLIP THE ABOVE COUPONS AND SEND THEM IN TODAY. IT IS NOT TOO LATE TO ENTER THE RACE. AND WIN
"
'
BEST PRIZE. HOWEVER, YOU HAVE NO TIME TO LOSE.. CONTEST LASTS ONLY SEVEN WEEKS. ,

ADDBESSALL

TiA-sftr-

y.a

tiary place

A-ISTO

Alberto Garcia, Galisteo St., Santa
Fe, N. M., says: "I deem it a pleasure
to confirm the public statement I gave
in praise of Doan's Kidney Pills about
seven years ago. I found them to bo
an excellent remedy and I "have never
hesitated to vouch for their merit
when an opportunity has been presented. For two years I was ir bad shape
from backache and kidney trouble and
Pilla were
when Doan's
Kidney
brought to my notice, I resolved to
try them. I procured a box and they
not only drove away bachache, but
regulated the passages of the kidney
secretions and toned up my entire
system."
For 6ate hy all dealers. Price 50
Buffalo,
Co.,
cents.
New York, sole agents for the United
States.
Doan's and
Remember the name
take no other.
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Doan's

It is testimony IIKe the following
that has placed Doan's Kidney Pills so
far above competitors. When people
right here at home raise their voice
in praise there is no room left for
doubt. Read the public statement of
a Santa Fe citizen:

GIRL WENT TO

HOUSE

would

-
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Confidently Recommend
Kidney Pills.
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FOR EACH

Santa Fe Citizens Gladly Testify and

That's Miss Eleanor WiIpovi, daughter of the president. There's no misShe
taking her place of resilience.
locates herself exactly. Vlnl you hunt
up the air; then the w M, then pick
out North America end spot the
United States. Go over :i New Jersey,

.

--

.

HERE. AT HOME.

'liHI

LITTLE NELLIE WILSON WAS CERTAINLV A ROLLICKING
-- AND A COMIC ARTIST, TOO.

For Miss, Mr. or Mrs.

Address

N. M.

April 12, 1913.
Notice is hereby given that Julian
Romero, of Kennedy, N. M., who, on
August 5th. 1!)09, made Homestead Entry No. 09474, for Lots 1, 2, 3, and 4,
Section 18. Township 13 N Range 9
E., N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of intention to make five year
proof, to establish claim to the land
above described, before Register and
Receiver, U. S. Laud Office at Santa
Fe New Mexico, on May 24, 1913.
Claimant names as witnesses :
Jose Varela, Marcos Gonzales, of
Santa Fe, N. M., Francisco Gonzales,
Trinidad Martinez of Kennedy, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.
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great $5,000

at Santa Fe,

U. S. Land Office

as soloist, singing with the Cavalleria
dear to
Itusticana accompaniment
lovers of Sunny Italy. This was Miss'
Mayne's first appearance as a lyric
soprano and she made a "hit." Her
enunciation was good and her voice
sympathetic.
Then the popular Offenbach selection, familiar to phonograph experts,
"O Tender Night," was sung hy a sex
tette of pretty girls who were applauded for several seconds.
The glee club "attacked" the program with vigor, singing "Weigen-lied,The song was a success judging
by the outburst of applause.
A MUSICAL GEM.
A musical gem then dazzled the audience. It was a Prelude by Grieg and
played by Miss Harriet Kunyan on the
piano. Miss Runyan is teacher of
music at the Allison school and is a
graduate of the Saratoga (N. Y.) Conservatory of Music. KTiss Runyan displayed fine technique and a musical
understanding worthy of the artiste.
The spontaneous applause which last- ' This Is the very latest design in
ed a minute or more, elicited an en- American fashions.
It Is called the
core.
"cubist" gown and is made of BulgarMiss Marion Burroughs then made ian brocade, pale green satin,
and
her debut as a soloist. She sang of "A ribbon black velvet. You see that the
Perfect Day," perhaps as a response designer has followed the cubist idea
to the eighth grade warblers who had thus far, that the two sides are not
told of "Night."
Although hardly alike. The neck trimming is longer
"just sixteen" she displayed the poise on one side than it is on the other,
of the experienced operatic star and land the drapery is high upon one hip
p. I once won her audience.
Being an land low on the other.

100 VOTES

,
Address
as a candidate in the Santa Fe New Mexican's
prize contest.

-

Washington, D. C, April 1!). Drumheads are parts of musical Instruments within the meaning of the tariff
law and dutiable at 45 per cent ad
valorem, according to a decision of the
court
customs
Importers
today.
claimed they should be admitted at 15
per cent duty as dressed skins,

'encore."
The eighth grade girls then held
forth. Their song was entitled "At
Night" which was also appropriate
They sang with a bewitching abandonment that brought down the house.
Miss Phyllis Mayne next appeared

$5,000.00 Prize Contest

.

To-

DRUMHEADS ARE PARTS
OF MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.

The program was opened with a selection by the High School Glee club
".Vark the Merry Elves." The club
showed precision of attack due to
careful training. Miss Evelyn
followed with a piano solo suited to this season: "The Rustle of
The young planlste's
Spring."
lingers "rusteled" over the ivories
She
to the delight of her listeners.
was recalled with a warmly expressed

Blank VOTE COUPON
Nomination
New Mexican's
The Santa
Fe

F.-J-

Nellie Wilson, December 8. Aged
years. Address 50 Library place,
Princeton, N. J., U. S. North America,
the worl.1, the air."

From May 19th to May 24th, Inwill be
clusive, the following votes
issued on subscriptions :
NEW MEXICAN,
PRICE

of testimonials.
CHEXEY & CO.,
Address
ledo,. Ohio.
Sold by all druggists, 73c.
Take Hall's Family Pills for

clitic!

-

FOURTH PERIOD

From May 5th to May 17th.
the following votes will be Issued on subscriptions :
NEW MEXICAN,
VOTES
pities
Old or
New
Mall
2.000
. $ 1.25
$ 1.50
3 Mo..,
" ...
3.00
2.50
6,000
.
f.
6.00
6.00
.
18,000
1 year..
12.00
40,000
. 10.00
30.00 125,000
. 25.00
EL
OR
REVIEW
NEW MEXICAN
NUEVO MEXICANO.

VOTES

PKICH

Old or

New

Mall
1.00
2.00
6.00

Old or
New
3,000

3

3
6
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VOTES

PRICE

VOTES
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"CLUBIST

FROCK.

MUSICALE.

WHEN WHITE

and EL NUEVO MEXICANO
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is-

THE NEW

"
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HANDSOME PRIZES
A Commission to All

From Page Two.)
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SOCIETY

$100 Reward, $100.
attractive brunette with a wealth of
The readers of this paper will be
brown hair and sparkling eyes, it was
a pleasure to see her as well as hear pleased to learn that there is at least
one dreaded disease that science has
her.
A trio "The Rosy .Morn is Break- been able to cure in all its stages, and
Cure
ing,' was sung by Mis3 Phyllis Mayne that is Catarrh. Hall's Catarrh
and Miss Burroughs, sopranos, and the only positive cure now know to
the medical fraternity. Catarrh being
Mips .lean Law, alto. The
renuires a
were well received and had to reply a xnnciHtntinnnl disease,
Hall's
treatment.
constitutional
to an encore.
actThen the finale, "Hand in Hand We Catarrh Cure is taken internally, mublood and
Hasten," Hung by the Glee, club, ing directly upon the
cous surfaces of the system, therehastened the program to a close.
by destroying the foundation of the
It was remarked that Miss Marlon diBeaiio,
the patient
and giving
Bishop, teacher of niusie at the high
up the constituschool and patient driller of the strength by buildingnature in
doing ita
tion and assisting
pupils, deserves credit, for the musical work. The proprietros have so much
ability developed at the school and faith in its curative powers that they
aispiayen uetore me large aimier.ee otier One Hundred Dollars for any
lust night.
case that it fails to cure. Send for list

TO

N.J.

.,

.t

I
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"Nellie"

Wilson Today aru) Some of
-

Her Schoolgirl Sketches.

Nellie's books show she found it necessary to tell her schoolmates some
things when it was too dangerous, to
of the
whisper. On the
books are well drawn pictures of
and teachers. Scribbled here
and there are Nellie's chums' names
and their nicknames.
was "Mln,"
Robinson
Elizabeth
-Bishy," "Kitty,". "Liz."
Katherine Duffield was "Plus,"
"Kate," "Scrambled Eggs."
Elizabeth Hibben was "Squealer,"
play-niate- s

was "Duff,"
"Tough," "Div."
Nellie herself was "Rad," "EngliBhV
Ilreakfast Tea," and just plain "Nell."
On one page "Hishy ' Robinson's
r.ame and another's, carefully erased
afterwards, were linked with the word
"love." Another name, also painstakingly erased, was followed with the
word, "hatred."
Wonder what Nellie's pa, the dignified, stern college professor, said
v hen lie saw how his little daughter
had scribbled up her school books?
Frohably held the book up so Nellie
couldn't see him smile and scolded
something awful just as dads do today,
did yesterday and will go on doing
as long as there are little school girls
with pencils and Bchool books.
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LOOKING THE WORLD IN FACE.

MASK,

MISS RUSSELL
AND MAIDS

BASEBALL.

NATIONAL LEAGUE.
Miss Crace M. Russell and her MinWon. Lost. Pet.
Club.
.007 strel Maids will be the attraction at
1
.2
Philadelphia
3
St. Louis
2
.001) the Elks' theatre
Monday, April 2Tst.
.tioo This is the
home plate, while Mr. Castillo will gathered along the route.
3 .' 2
Pittsburgh .
really best show of its
station his near first base where he
The first five miles over fairly level Chiacgo .
.500 character on the road,
3
combining as it
will blow to atoms any player" who going to the first checking point at Brooklyn ..
,500 does, a full
; 2
......2
enacted by
performance
does any "rag chewing."
Manager Framtagham was covered by Harry New York .
2
.400 girls. A little bit of
3
everything
Prank Keefe of the Elks team said Smith of New York, in 21 minutes Boston . ......,...-..:..- r
2 V .333
Song hits that are
today that he realized that they were and 33 seconds, the record being 21 Cincinnati .
.250
1
3
whistled; Grecian and Oriental
going against a very strong team, but minutes.
barefoot dances; clog and sofe Bhoe
that he would present a strong line
Rain began to fall as the runners
AMERICAN LEAGUE.
darices;
minstrelsy; vaudeville and
was
sure
of
up and
winning the game. passed through Naticky at the end of. 'Club.
Won. Lost. Pet. farce cmoedy. It Is a
show, that la
Manager Dan Ortiz of the White Sox nine miles.
3
1.000 clean arid consistent,
Washington .
appealing to the
At Wellsey, 12 miles, on the course,
says his boys will have no trouble In
..'
.750
..3
Philadelphia
better class of
people and
atinexing tomorrow's game as they Smith "was leading, having covered Chicago.
.625 the
.5
of high
company Is composed
are now lu better condition than' ever the distance in 5!) minutes. The rec Cleveland
.571
;
....A
artists
who
class
ca'refully
hare
been
mint
before.
one
ord
this point is
hour20
.500
St. Louis
.....'.4
engaged for their respective parts. 11
The Elks have gathered a team utes, made by Mike Ryan in 1912. Boston . . A
.333 is an
'.2
evening's entertainment that
which is composed of the best ama Fahre was second by a full minute Detroit .
.2SC
'...2
phrases the most exacting critie yet
teur players in the state, and the while Allan was third.
1
.200
New York . . ,
having the necessary amount of vim,
White Sox are well known, and everycolor and novelty to attract the aver- RACES IN IOWA.
body knows the kind of ball they play,
WHERE THEY PLAY.
age theatre patron. , Prices, 25 and
Des Mines, la., April 19 Drake re
so no doubt tomorrow's battle will be
NA'i IONAL LEAGUE.
50 cents.
First,
the, hardest ever fought in the local lay, half mile High school.
Chicago at St. Louis.
AVest Des Moines; second East Des
grounds.
Cincinnati at Pittsburgh.
,
Time
Moines; third, Greenfield.
?
CALIFORNIA WAS
New York at Boston (2).
In the two previous, games that 1:36
New record.
at Brooklyn.
have been played here this season the
Philadelphia
GREATLY
PLEASED
Four mile. University, Filf-t- NorthAMERICAN LEAGUE.
ladies have been admitted free, but
Cleveland at Chicago.
frnm now nn thev will have to nav theJ western Osborne; Traxler' Thorson
The recital, concert, musicale
or
St. Louis at Detroit,
same as the men. Many ladies have Kraft; second, Wisconsin; third, Miswhatever
one
choose
it
to
call
York.
New
may
at
to
local
Washington
the
management
requested
that was given in this city last night
One mile College. First. Kamblir.c
Boston at Philadelphia.
charge them admission to the ball
at the Y. M. C. A. drew a large
AMERICAN ASSOCIATION.
Ballantyne, Nelson, Grayr- - and Angames just, the same as they charge
crowd and while the hall was not
Columbus at Milwaukee.
the men, as they want to have equal derson; second, Coe; third, Brookings.
3:31
Toledo at Minneapolis.
packed, yet the crowd fitted comrights, they say that they don't
It was
fortably into the building.
Des Moines, April 19. Two mile.
the games unless they know they
a treat to hear those Schuberts in
NATIONAL LEAGUE.
have paid admission just as the men University.
First, Kansas, Davis,
Boston, April 19. Ne,v York won their vocal and instrumental num.Sec- do.
Although Managers Keefe and Ross, Edwards and Putterson.
the forenoon game from UJ':ioii 7 to bers for every number was a gem
Ortiz are not very much in favor of ond, Drake,
Third, Ames. Time2 by timely
woman's suffrage, they have granted 8:20
hitting anil tlia erratic by Itself and the entire program
of James.
Amw kept the pleased and delighted all that heard
the feminine fans their request and
pitching
f
mile, University:
First, hits of the local team
y well Blat- ic. It would be a difficult task to se
from now on they will be allowed to Drake (Crull,
prj.
Dyson,
Stahl);
Oyler,
t
and
strlviuT out ton lect any one star, for all the members
tered,
pay to see the ball games. The lo- second, : Grinnell;
Nebraska.
third,
men, he did not lvue a paw. He was of the club
cal fans will be out tomorrow in great
scintillated brightly
Chicago and Kansas withdrawn. Time,
hurt a and. they formed a' constellation of
Ja'.
given perfect saiip-rt- .
numbers to root for their favorite 1:33
finger attfiinpting to catj i a liner in stars that served to keep
players, they are all enthusiastic fans
'"' '
Four mile college:
the eigh' r inning. Capta li Doyle of audience In : a continual .. mood of
and watch them tomorrow encouragCoe, (McAulay, Smith,. Car- the Giants did no:
First,
appear in the line- - praise. Mr. Thomas Valentine Pur-cel- l
ing the players and roasting trie um- roll, Balcalr).
Score:
iup.
as a violinist had absolute com- pires.
Second, Cornell.
110 030 101 7 8 0 manij of the bow and bridge, his masNew York .
Ed. Safford will be in the box toThird, Morningside.
000 001 100 2 9 3 tery :of the violin is complete and his
Boston
morrow for the antlered tribe team,
Time 19:514-5- .
Ames and Meyers; Wilson, James numbers were received with continual
and he is in great form and expects
and Devog;.
to break the White Sox winning
The ladies' quartet was a
applause.
WASHINGTON WINS.
Two-bashits BuniB, Meyers
streak. "Rube" Marez will twirl for
grand snfess in its harmonious numOakland, Calif., April 19. Washing
Sacrifice hit Ames.
the White Sox and he is expected to ten won the varsity boat race on
bers while Lovie Zendt Purcell, the
Stolen ba ps Snodg''a; , 2; Mur- contralto, and Miss Leeta
pitch his usual good ball.
harbor this morning, defeating
Corder, the
ray; Hcizo?, Shafer, James,
Stanford by 175 yards.
soprano, both had clear voices in their
The line up will be as follows:
C.
on
Off
base
First
balls
James,
solos that brought forth applause from
The University of California crew
Elks Dunbaugh, c; Safford p;
First base on errors Ne- - York, 1. the audience.
The program was rich
Moore, ss; Koch, lb; Keefe,' 2b; was third.
Struck out By Ames 10; by James, with
The Stanford freshment defeated
numbers and every mopleasing
Clancy, 3b; Digneo, If; McCrimmon or
'
6.
ment of the recital was highly enjoyCalifornia.
Hampel, cf; Wilson or Neis, rf.
Umpires Rigler and B' mn.
able.
ANNUAL
REGATTA.
White Sox J. Berardinelli,
c;
The Y. M. C. A. deserves thanks for
Oakland, Calif., April 19 The anMarez, p; Alarid, ss; Padilla lb; P.
At Boston Afternoon game.
such a high class troupe and
securing
Berardinelli, 2b; Griego or Arcy, 3b; nual intercollegiate regatta in which New York
11
2
10
the Boston
J. Ortiz, If; Garcia, cf; Baker, rf; the University of Washington,
3 7 3 ir is to be hoped that the Schuberts
Gomez, substitute.
University of California and Stanford
Tesreau and Wilson; Hartley, Hess will come back again and that mOre of
their class can be secured here.
The game will be called at three University match speed was rowed to- and Rariden.
(From "The Pajaronian," Watsonville,
o'clock sharp. Come early and root day on the estuary here. Stanford had
Cal.,
for your favorite team. Follow the a heavier eight than either of the other
At Brooklyn
At7 Santa
6 4
band. Admission twenty-fivcents, colleges and aH three crews were re Philadelphia .
Fe, April 12.
lying on newly developed strokes to Brooklyn
0 5 1
everybody.
win.
Brennan and Dooin; Ragon and MilIt will not pay you to watte your
Washington's time for the course ler.
time writing out your legal forme
THIRTV-TW- O
WOULD
17
51
was
seconds. No time
minutes,
when you can get them already print
At Pittsburgh-Cincin- nati
WIN MARATHON RACE was taken for the freshman race.
ed at the New Mexican Printing com
5 9 1
Washington and Stanford triumphpaoy.
6 10
2
ed today in the ii
Pittsburgh
St. Louis, Mo., April 19. Entries
;
Clark
and
Barter
on the Oakland harbor, the
Works, Packard,
for the marathon race this afternoon former
carrying off the honors in the Cooper, Hendrix and Gibson.
under the auspices of the Missouri
race, while Stanford won the
Athletic club were open until noon varsity
At St. Louis-Chi- cago
freshmen contest.
1
today.
con
In the three cqrnered varsity
entrants were ready for
Thirty-tw.1 5 2 IF I FAIL TO CURE any CANCER cr TUMGS
St. Louis
between
Stanford
test,
Washington,
the start at Gumboy, St. Louis coun- and
Richie and Archer; Hunt, Perritt. I TREAT BEFORE ii Poisons
California, the northern crew triBoneorOeep lasd
ty, at noon.
and WIngo.
Geyer
comover
nearest
lis
NOKNlrtOi rAIN
Weather conditions were ideal but umphed easily
Stanford winning the three
No Pay Until Cured
many feared a record would not be petitor,
AMERICAN LEAGUE.
race by 42 seconds, or about
mile
No X Ray or other
made because today was the first twelve
At
swindle. An island
Philapelphia
boat lengths, with Stanford 31
time a marathon had been run over
5 9 1 plant makes the cure
Boston
Absolute guarantee
the course. The road was dusty in seconds ahead of California.
?.
.0 Any
Philadelphia
20TH ANNUAL TRACK MEET.
LUMP or1
TUMOR,
places, but smooth.
Carri- - ouru on lam ip, lace
Leonard
and
O'Brien,
Hall,
19
Anrtl
Calif
The
Berkeley.
bodv tonff Is Caniw
or
and lapp, ItNeverPalm until last
Plank,
Wyckoff
twpntipth nnmiiil 'trnnlr and floM moatlS811!
BOOK
stage.
I M JlOmaS,
r.f iUa
TTntoavcUi, ui
nf rn11Prt1n
LONG DISTANCE RACE v.l
n
ilia,
(.liu
seat froeitfistunouiala of
vaii.ui
,,'Hirciai.j
thousand
home
cured
st
was
on
held
Stanford
the
IN BOSTON California University,
WHITE TO SOME
At New York
oval today, both institution
8
0
ANYiUMP IN WOMAN'S BREAST
Washington
entering well balanced teams. Pre0 6 2 Is CANC
ER, and if neglected ft always poisone
Boston, Mass., April 19. Fritz Carl vious performances gave Stanford a New York
Johnson and Aiainsmith; Keating, deep glands in the armpit, and kills quickly.
son of Minneapolis, won the seven- slight advantage In the betting before
Address
DR.
& MRS. DR. CHAMLEY
J
teenth marathon race of the Boston the first event was called. The weath- Sehulz and Sweeney.
'Strictly Reliable.' ' Poor Cured at Bait Price or Free,
Athletic association from Ashland, to er was not propitious for record breakAB
So. MAIN ST LOS ANGELES, CAL
At Detroit
this city, today a distance of 21 ing.
KIMOLY SEND US NAMES of the AFFLICTED
.0 3 2
St. Louis
miles over
roads.
His time

..'..........3
...........
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It will not 'pay you to waste your
time writing out your legal forms
when you get them already printed
at .the New Mexicanv Printing Company.

Folks Use
Motorcycles?
Why Have the telephone ani
telegraph corporations adopted
.the motorcycle for construction
work?
and
Why do the street-car- "
lighting companies use them for
emergency and repair work?
WHY?
Because the big corporations
usually get the best of every-

i

thing.

A motorcycle saves them time
and money. It will do the same
for you.
Let us show you HOW and
WHY. Come in or write for
details.

-

j

j
j

One-hal-

the-larg-

.

-

Do These

Why

,

Upon no one man does Manager- Frank Chance - depend to weld
and build up his team of Yankees more than upon Eddie Sweeney,
the sterling catcher whose countenance is shown here through his
catcher's mask.

;:

g

......

EDDIE SWEENEY.

CARD

This is to certify that all druggists
are. authorized to refund your money
i. roieys Honey and Tar Compound
falls to cure your cough or cold. John
Bernet, Tell, Wis., states: "I used
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound for
five years, and It always gives the best
of satisfaction and always cure a
cough or cold." Refuse substitute.
Capital Pharmacy.

y

' '

show-goin-

A

191

e

POPE MOTOR CYCLES
Overhead Valve Motors

v

Model
Model
Model
Model

p. chain drive.

Jj

KbO.OO

M5h. p. chain drive
$215.00
K Big 4 h. p. beltdrlve.... 1200.00
U li?ht weight, belt drive $166.00
Magneto Equipped.

e

at the Elks' home and from there
ELKS US. SOX
will march with the band to the
TOMORROW they
college grounds where they will in-

i t
1 1

dulge in a little practice before the
game which starts at three o'clock.
All the B. P. O. E. rooters will also
meet at the Elks' home to march with
their team. In the parade to the
grounds the band will play Borne of
the latest marches. They have also
rehearsed a funeral .. march which
they will play after the game on
their way from the grounds to the
club, that is In case they lose, If they
win it will be different. Two umpires will settle the troubles In tomorrow's battle. G. Volney Howard
will decide the fates of the batters
behind the bat, while M. J. Castillo
will be on the bases to settle the
questions arising there. Both umpires were seen today in the old palace trying to buy the two old cannons.
It Is said each one bought a cannon,
Mr. Howard will place' his On the top
of the grandstand pointing to the

Everybody's doin' it, dorn' it. Doing
what? Why, buying tickets for the
ball game tomorrow, The tickets are
going fast like hot cakes, and the indications are that the largest crowd
that ever saw a ball game in Santa
Fe will see tomorrow's game between
the Elks and White Sox. - Both teams
have practiced hard and are In the
best of condition and ready for the
battle, which they know will be xa
hard fought one. Local fans and musto
ic lovers will be
hear that the Elks' band will furnish
music before and during the game.
Maybe you haven't heard the Elks'
band play, then you have missed the
treat of your life. . The band has been
rehearsing this week, and they can
now play the latest "hits" and the
most melodious tunes you ever heard.
Both teams will meet at two o'clock
"
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BASEBALL'S TALKING MOVIES.
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KENNEDY WINS
THE MARATHON RACE
St. Louis, Mo., April 19. William
J. Kennedy, of the Illinois Athletic
club won the marathon race here tosecday in three hours, 2.minutes
onds. He far outdistanced all competitors. The race was over the full
marathon distance of 26 miles 385
yards.

1 11

Allison and
McKeel.

Agnew;

Dubuc

Boston, Mass., April 19

ELKS' THEATRE
ONJE

NIGHT ONLY
Elk'S

Auspices

LODGE

chubertr'1U
s;ymphonyVIUU

GfVE

$100u

and

LADY QUARTETTE

Assissted

By The Famous

Entertainer

Miss Blanche Fox
K
''Arid The American Violin Virtuoso

Thomas Valentine Purcell

THEME

,

MUSICAL ENTERTAINMENT
of the greaatest excellence, enjoyable alike to themusician and masses.
A

Prices 50, 75, $1.00,
Don't Mus This Treat!

See Our
Seat

. .
-

9 10
2 10

Falkenberg and Carihch; Lange,
Smith and Schalk, Kuhn.

A

smaller

2
1

-

!

ELKS' THEATREl

:

flionda, April 21st,

C.

AMERICAN ASSOCIATION. '
ASSOCIATION
At St. PauLouisville .
... C 10 0
8 1
St. Paul
Powell and demons;
Laroy and
James, Miller.

1913.

l-

Grace

...2

At Minneapolis
1 8 1
Toledo
6 9 3
Minneapolis
James, Stevenson and Krueger; Patterson and Owens.

At Milwaukee
7 11
1
Columbus .
2 4" 3
Milwaukee .
Cole and Smith; Brian, Walton and
Hughes, Levene.

Rheumatism as a result of kidney
COLLEGE GAMES.
19. St.
Md.,
trouble, still and. aching joiuts, batk
April
Annapolis,
acha and sore kidneys will all yield to John's College (Annapolis) 5; Navy 0.
the use of Foley 'Kidney Pills. They
At Princeon
are tonic in action, quick In results,
12
curative always. W. S, Skelton, Stan- Pennsylvania . ',
ley, Ind., says: "I would not take Princeton .
(Ten Innings.)
f 100.00 for the relief from kidney trouble I received from one single hot of
New Mexican Want-brin- Ada always
Foley Kidney Pills." Capital
-

Store Moo.

April 2lst.

1

'

At Chicago
Cleveland
Chicago

Programmes

SalcIAt Fischer Dru

results.

Try

VU

Russell

and heiv

Minstrel Mads

6

DAINTY WINSOME GIRLS
THE SAME COMPANY THAT PLAYED
THIS IS vNOT
v
HERE A FfiW WEEKS AGO.

UnuCTCriC

C3

CLASSIC "BAREFOOT

REELS OP PICTURES

FARCE

6

COMEDY

g

Playing to Crowded and Satisfied Houses Everywhere!

25 AND 50 CENTS

PRICES

It

i

RS

;

.

and

2:28:234-5- .

but more select field of long distance
runners than has appeared for many
years was on hand today for the start
of the Boston Athletic association's
seventeenth annual 25 mile road race
from Ashland to Boston.
Starter Brown sent the bunch away
promptly at 12 o'clock. A dry breeze
had put the roads in " fine shape for
speedy work. Great crowds were
i

San Francisco St., Santa re, H,

747

WOLGAST THE FAVORITE.
San Francisco, Cal., April 19. Ad
Wolgast, former lightweight champion, was a tenfto eight favorite over
"Harlem Tommy" Murphy a few
the
George Mclnery, Philadelphia, 2:31 hours before the men entered
ring at 3:30 o'clock this afternoon for
.
(Edward Fabre, Montreal, 2:32:1S their twenty round bout. A possible
tight with Champion Willie Ritchie in
45.
John J. Stack. Bronx Church House, the near future for the winner added
,
Interest to the battle.
New York, 2:32:38
Both men declared themselves in
Andrew Sockalexis, .theold town,
Maine, Indian, was second. His time fine condition before he fight and
to bring it
was 2:27:14
Harry J. Smith of expressed determination
New York was third. His time was to a definite issue.'

1

S

f

e

rolling
secwas 2 hours 23 minutes, 14
onds.
The record for the couree is 2
hours, 21 minutes, 18
seconds,
made in 1912 by 'Mike Ryan of New
York.
Smith set the pace until within four
miles of the finish, when Carlson easily passed him. The Minneapolis runner was close to the record, three
miles from the finish, but not being
pushed, he made no apparent effort
to establish new figures.
Sockalexis passed Smith three miles
fiom the goal, but never threatened
(the leader. Smith was tiring fast. when
he staggered across the line. Allan
auit. The times of the next three who
finished were:

BASE

(MOW FOR THIRD

1

:

4

14- -

PASH BROTHERS,

3-

2

;

T0P,r

& Supplies

ing

.

STARTED

3

Bicycles-Repair-

Oak-Ir.n-

i..-7V-

JPg am j2$

Pope

PATHEMother
To-Nig- ht

A

Prices, 0

GREAT PICTURE IN TWO REELS

Three-A-

BIQGRAPH-Hero- es

1

A

N

Double Comedy Scream.

'

15 Cents,

S'

10

PSS4T-'- i

EMI

UNITED STATES BANK

Does a General Banking Business

(Continued)
Miss Edith .Marmon will give an ill;
formal party to a few friends this
evening.
Mrs. French, of Lincoln avenue, entertained the following ladies last
Tuesday afternoon at auction bridge:
,
Mesdames Arthur and James
Kiske, Renehan. Fischer,
jlln, Kegel, Wells, Johnson, Asplund,
Rafael Romero, one of the most
Hrown, Sargent and the Misses Musslrt
prominent residents of New Mexico,
and Elizabeth Brown.
Kugllsh and Spanish scholar, is at
of the state secre work in
OUT
THOUSANDS TURN
Antonio Lucero, translating the
tary,
TO WELCOME CRANE. New Mexico laws.
Dalton, Mass., April 19. Thousands
Inez Salazar, said to be the son of
nf nersons from cities and towns in the famous rebel general of old Mexwestern Massachusetts attended this ico, passed through the city on his
afternoon the homecoming celebra- way north.
tion and reception to former IT. S.
J. A. Adams and P. P. ritchlynn of
Senator Wlnthrop Murray Crane. Mr. the. United States forestry service,
Crane will review a parade two miles are registered at the De Vargas hotel.
Mrs. J. L. Shepherd and Mrs: H.
long of delegations from various parts
of Berkshire county, companies of Haynes of Salt Lake City are at the
militia, school children and Dalton Montezuma hotel.
citizens. Later in the day he will be
Theodore F.
hardevogm of Newpresented with a loving cup. The ark, N. J., now making a tour of the
town has been decorated with Ameri- worlds passed through the city yescan flags, bunting and pictures of the terday. He was registered ut the
Montezuma.
Citistens of Dalton have been planJohn Naranjo and wife prominent
ning the celebration ever since the Indians of the Santa Clara pueblo,
announcement was made that he are visiting their daughter, Clara, at
would retire from public life.
the Indian school, which lie latter
is attending and where her parents
Mr. and
FIGHT FOR SHARE IN
before her were students.
ESTATE WORTH MILLIONS. Mrs. Naranjo have a handsome place
and with
at Santa Clara,
and yearly,
San Bernardino, Calif., April 19.
modern
conveniences,
Plans were made here today by heirs among other agricultural achieveof Henry Garner, who died many ments, they have- a fine vegetable1
Mr.
years Rgo in St. Louis, to begin liti- garden adjoining their place.
gation in an effort-t- o obtain a share Naranjo also has a ranch up in the
of this estate, which was appraised by G.jnta r'tafii panviMi niwl :ill lila link.
the St. Louis courts In 1900 at $7v oacaim.o havn the eviftnncpH nf tlirift
000,000.
and prosperity.
T. F. Garner, a cattleman of Dodge
B. A. Statz, who has been at Cerll-inCity, Kansas, has arrived here to
los for several months and in charge
terest in the proposed litigation San of the mining property and smelter
Bernardino relatives ot the St. Louis nt that
place, hopes to see some acpioneer.
tive work done there in the not dis99
on
a
lease
Garner explained that
tant future. Mr. Statz is a practical
the estate had recently expired and
man and is busy making ob'
mining
that about 50 relatives were interested servations and looking after the prop- in a property division.
erty at that point.
Rev. J. M. Whitlock, ot uunuer-ton- ,
Work for the New Mexican. It is
Rev. Lucas Martinez of Tierra
working for you, for Santa Fe and Amarilla, and Pedro Giron, of Pala- the new state
Ai.fKn rm. ,.. iciui
,,,..1.till Ulf I3tn
v;tt, nll
inu Aiuua
wiuii,,
ed home today, having Deen m tne
city the past three days attending
CARBUNCLES
the meeting of the Santa Fe Presby- tery, which closed its session last
Thursday evening.
Dr. W. H. Lloyd went up to Espa- BACK OF NECK nola
in his automobile yesterday, ac- companied by Dr. W. H. Livingston,
tr. that i,lnr
sifter a
hn refill-nSuffered Intense Agony, Could Not few days' visit in the capital.
Rest or Sleep. Used Cuticura
Dr. Standley G. Small and Dr. W.
II. Lloyd will have their offices to- and
Carbuncles
Ointment.
Soap
gether in the building formerly occu-- Gone. Completely Cured.
pied by the water and light company
opposite the armory.
Veteran's Homo, Napa Co., Cal. "I
Last year Miss (Jeno Fisk visited
was afflicted with two carbuncles on tho Mrs. Hamilton
Rapp of this city, and
back of my nock. The doctor said they
a number of other
with
here
while
were the largest carbunsles he
over saw. I suffered the most young ladwiB took part in the De Varintense agony, so much that gas day celebration, being dressed in
I could not rest or sloop for costume. The Kalem people who took
about a month. One was moving pictures here at the time
lanced four times. When tho asked nermission to take the young
first began to get better anThe Pentralia. Ohio, miner
laHies
other broke out and was
of the films
equally as painful as tho first says that the production
which it seems, have reached that
one. I heard of Cuticura Soap
and Ointment being good for such things, place ahead of Santa Fe, caused unso I procured a box of Cuticura Ointment
usual interest, as Mjss Fisk was recand a cake of Cuticura Soap. I washed ognized in them by many of her
both the carbuncles with Cuticura Soap
friends in the audience.
frequently whenever any pus began to
J. P. McN'ulty, fiscal agent of the Ingather, and applied tho Cuticura Ointment.
terstate Casualty company, left for AlI felt relief after tho first use of Cuticura
Soap and Ointment, and In a week's time
buquerque this morning on business
both carbuncles were gone and I was comconnected with his company.- "
pletely cured. I have not been troubled since.
A. B. Renehan left this morning tor
"I also had eczema of the scalp. My
Duke City on legal matters and
scalp itehed fearfully and pimples began to the
will return to the capital tomorrow or
break out which emitted pus, and my head
became sore and scaly. I Had dandruff also.
Monday. '
I used Cuticura Soap for a shampoo with
James Baca, at present one of the
hot water, and used the Cuticura Ointmonti road
representatives of the New Mexon my scalp, and It afforded Instant relief,
contest, returnin the state-widfollowed by absolutecure." (Signed) George ican
ed to the city last evening after a ten
H. Wetsell, Dec. 11, 1011.
Cuticura Soap and Cuticura Ointment are
days' swing around the southern dissold throughout the world. Liberal sample of
trict.
each mailed free, with 32-- Skin Book. AdMiss Gene McBride, who has been
d
dress
"Cuticura, Dept.T, Boston."
visiting friends here the past week
Tender-faced
men should uso Cuticura
returned to her home in Espanola
floap Shaving Stick, 25c. Sample free.
yesterday.
Rev. Leonidas Smith and the boy
Scouts took a hike today to the BishKAUNE
CO. op's ranch and the mountains adjacent. The weather was fine for the
trip and the boys anticipate a deWhere Quality Governs the Price lightful day's outing.
F. C. Wilson haB gone to Santo Doand Price the Quality
.
mingo again this week, on business
connected with the Indian service.
,
of College avenue
Mrs. Tasche-kentertained the ladies of the Presbyterian Aid yesterday, at her home on
Its not a newHdea, but one
College street.
well worth considering when
J. A. Farrell, chief clerk of the New
you buy your Groceries. The
Mexico Central, who has been south
purity and wholesomenrss o
on business connected with the road
all foods sold in our store
will return home tomorrow.
Is your best kind of Health
Mrs. Henry Lee is visiting friends
Insurance for you. Inferior
her old home In Albuquerque.
at
us.
We
not
sold
are
by
goods
Howell Earnest, state traveling auleave that to those who wish
HIGH
ditor, has returned from a trip to
to take chances.
Union county.
QUALITY AND A PRICE AS
..John C. Lewis of Albuquerque is in'
LOW AS THIS QUALITY
the city on legal business.
WILL PERMIT It the basis
is not only a lawyer, but has done
upon which we want our
work, and last year" reprenewspaper
rest.
to
Please
reputation
at
sented the Albuquerque Journal
remember this.
the capital during the legislative ses
sion.
Mrs. Henry Kriok left X'tdnesday,
accompanied by her two younger
RECEIVED
daughters, for an extended visit with
load Of friends
in southern California, at Elst
i Boss
nore Springs.
J. W. Norment was in Albuquerque
PURE FOODS
yesterday on business.
Alvin N. White, state superintendent
Monarch Canned Goods,
of
public instruction, returned last
Richelieu Canned Goods,
from a visit in the central part
"
, Hunt's Hand Peeled Califor- night
of the state on school (matters. .
nia Canned Fruits.
United
of
the
clerk
F.
Lee,
Harry
States district court, Is in Albuquer
CHASE & SANBORN'S
que on a Bhort visit.
Coffee.
State Engineer French, accompanied
by Governor McDonald and by J. W
Johnson and H. K. Morgans of the
state engineer's office, expert to leave
today for an automobile trip over the
KAUNE
CO. state highway to AlDuquerque. Socor- H.
ro and San Marclal. The' state en
gineer will show the governor the
work being done and go over the project with him carefully.-- ; It is hoped
Safe.
that they- will have fine weather and
Sellg-man-

Your Patronage Solicited
W. E. GRIFFIN, Cashier

President.

N. B. LAUGHLIN,

J.

B. LAMY,

TO THE CITY OF SANTA FE

o

1

o jp EN.

Precinct No.

zz

4

(South Side)

See Us at Once and (let Your Choice of Lots in one of the
Most Desirable Residence Sections of the City.

O. C. WATSON & CO.
INSURANCE

BONDS.

SURETY

REAL ESTATE

Phone, 189 J.
:
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
:
1 19 San Francisco St.,
i
M--M-

CORRICK LIVERY BARN
NOBBIEST OUTFITS IN THE CITY

Buggies and Saddlers a Specialty.
Prompt Attention and the Best
of Satisfaction Guaranteed.

Hacks and Baggage Transfer.

Telephone 9 W

GASPER ST.

104 DON

-

--

Gar pet
Weather a Rug or

We have some of the "
kugs to
Finest Brussels Carpets and
attract the eye and meet the purse.
We also have some Handsome Furniture,
disincluding an Oak Dining Room Set Which is to
We
ask
windows.
you
our
show
in
played
see this set and also a great variety of Dishes
IS A GREAT COWFORT.

Well-Ma-

'

are Going to

which We

AKERS

THE

AND

Close Out

de

at Cut Prices from

UNDERTAKING

WAGNER

CO.

FURNITURE

t hat the trip will do the governor good,
ihis health being improved since his,
return to the duties of his office.
j

MULLIGAN & RISING,
FUNERAL DIRECTORS
License Numbers,

Day or Nitfit Phone, UO Main.

66-6-

'

Next Door to Postofflce.
aw Mi

e

Rubber Stamps.
WHEN YOU FIND YOURSELF WRITING THE
SAME THING FREQUENTLY IN THE COURSE OF
YOUR BUSINESS, REMEMBER A RUBBER STAMP
BUSY
WILL SAVE YOU A GREAT DEAL OF TIME.
PEOPLE ARE USINCI RUBBER STAMPS MORE NOW
THAN EVER BEFORE BECAUSE THEY SAVE TIME,
AND TIME IS MONEY . THESE. DAYS.

PRICE LIST.
One-lin-

WIRELESS WIZARDS
ACTIVE IN ASKING
FOR LICENSES.

1-

-2

.

One-lin-

inches long.

1- -2

-2

.

lc

20c

15c
Eachidditionel line on stamp..
-- 2 and not over 5 laches
One-lin- e
..25c
3
over
long..
stamp,
10c
Each additional line on same stamp
One-lin- e
Stamp, over 5 Incites long per inch
Each additional line, same price. (Curved lines
on Stamp count as two Hues).
.25c extra
Borders ot all shapes, under 3 inches long. . .
used Is
Where
type
sizes
prices.
at
proportionate
Larger
Inch in size, we dure tor one Hoe fer each
over one-ha- lf
X

lc

......

inch r fraction.

one-ha- lf

f

v

DATES, ; ETC.

,

Local Dater any town and date, fer -2 rack..
.
Ledger Datar month, day and year In -3 inch
-4
inch
Dater
Line
and
month,
year,
Regular
day
inch....
Regular Line Dater month, day and year,
Defiance Model Band Dater
Facsimile Signature Rubber Stamp and Weed Cot
. .
......
Pearl Check Protector . . .,
1-

1-

....

1-

1- -8

,........

......

SELF-INKIN1

2
4

4

4,

15

1- -4,

35

3--

x2

3--

x4

85 cts.

All colors.

50c
35c
25c

IM
1.50

M

STAMP PADS.

G

cts ; 2 x 3
cts ; 3

,wf,

Me

3--4,

25 cts ;
60 cts;

5tajkSd

1
4

x 3 2, 25 eta;
x 7 2, 75 eta ;
Ink, 25 cts per bottle.
1-

1--

-4

2

1--

FOR TYPE SPECIMENS ADDRESS,

NEW MEXICAN PRINTING CO.
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.

INSURE

WITH

Nearly Two Thousand Have Conformed to Act Regulating Radio Communication Since December 13.
j

Washington, D. C, April 10. Ama-- '
wireless operators have been ex--i
j
ceedingly acljve in applying for
censes mder the act to regulate radio
which went into ef-- j
communication
feet "December 13 last. During the

bur

li--

JOSEPH

i

Wam
Try it.

Ad's

IF

j

MANAGER,

Capital City Bank Building, Santa Fe,
IT'S

secure "your

N. Al.

REAL ESTATE, HAYWARD HAS IT,

WHY BE BAKED OVER A HOT STOVE?
When you can buy PERCOLATORS and CHAFING
DISHES run by electricity or alcohol? Ihaveafine
assortment of the Sterneau " Inferno," all high-grachafing dishes, on which you can cook a
meal, and the percolators w hich will make a cup
of most delicious coffee in a few minutes.

de

H. C. VONTZ, JEWELER,

SAN FRANCISCO STREET.

THE STAR- BARN
-

W. A. WILLIAMS,

always

PROPRIETOR.

GENERAL LIVERY
Hack and Baggage Lines. Entire Stable Restocked. Best Rigs you can get.

Grandma Talks
About Babies

SADDLE
j

B. HAYWARD,

Room 8,

oppratol.s cenBe8 hava
been granted and 685 to amateur sla
tions, as shown by the records of
the bureau of navigation of the coin- ineree department. In the same per-iod there have been issued 1,279 first
grade commercial operators licenses
and 1S6 second class.
t
Thus far 44 American
ship sta-- ;
tions and 18 coast stations have been
licensed.
made, it is
Inspections already
said, have considerably increased the
efficiency of wireless apparatus on
ship and coast stations.
the
By the end of this month
bureau's ten inspectors in the field
will be equipped with testing instru- ments, specially
designed
by the
bureau of standards for the purpose
of measuring wave lengths to reduce
interference and insure the orderly
use of
New jexj(-abring .results.

AND REST CONTENT.

If you contemplate purchase of a home and want to
money's worth" It will pay you to inquire at once of

ug5 amat,nr

j

HAYWARD

'J

Is modern.
Is well located.
Is close in.
Is in a good neighborhood.
Is a home.
If, best of all, offered at a reasonable
price.

TWO AND FOUR HORSE OUTFITS.

PONIES.

Hat a large Circle of Listener Who Profit by Her Wisdom and Experience.

PROMPT SERVICE.

Phone 139. 310 San Francisco St.

,,,,

n nlmH,.t any
co)nlllIlnity thpr.g
grandma who knows Mother's Friend;
Nut only Is she reminiscent of her own

s
j

mm mm
i

and Grain
HayWholesale
and Retail

'((

experience, but It was through her rorom-- ;
mendatlon that so many young, expectant
mothers derived the comfort and blessing
of this famous remedy,
,
Mother's Friend is applied externally to
the abdomen, stomach and breasts, allays
all pain, avoids all nausea, and prevents
caking of the breasts.
It is quickly and wonderfully penetrating,
Permits JJie muscles to expand without the
Etrnln on the ligaments, and prepares the sys
tem so thoroughly that the crisis is passed
almost without the slightest distress. Thug
there need be no such thins as dread or fear.
No hetter nor more cheering advice can.
be given tho expectant mother than to suggest the use of Mother's Friend. She will
take conri'ge from the beginning. The days
will be cheerful, thq nights restful. Thus
the health is preserved, the mind ia in
repose and the period is an unending one
ef quiet, joyful anticipation.
You can obtain Mother's Friend of any
druggist at $1.00 a bottle. Do not forget
Dor neglect to be supplied with tills greatest
remedy ever devised for motherhood. It is
unfailing. Write at once to Bradlield Regulator Co., IX') Lamar Bldg., Atlanta, (ia.,
for their very Interesting and Instinctive
book of advice for expectant mothers.

r

We Buy and Sell for Cash.

We Will Save You Money
Let us have ajjTrial

on Your Feed Bills.
Order and Convince You.

THE SANTA FE HAY AND GRAIN CO.
M. O'CONNELL, Manager.
116 GALISTEO STREET.

Phone 214 J

waesammmmmmmmm

saHENRY KRICKi
DISTRIBUTOR OF

LEMP'S KEG and BOTTLE BEER
BUDWEISER IN BOTTLES

Manufacturer of all kinds of Soda Waters made from Pure Distilled
water.
Agent for Manitou Spring Mineral Water.
Santa Fe, New Mex.
TELEPHONE 35 J

5

p.

post-car-

S.C.Buff Orpingtons

--

8

U.S.

I6

Inches tetf
Stamp, not over 2
Each additional line on Stamps
and not over 3
e
Stamp, over 2

e

PHONG

210 SAN FRANCISCO ST.

j

1

AW

udn

25c to $2.48

Prices from

125 Palace Ave

1

today- -.

Lace or Embroidered, in Nearly All Models for High or Low
Neck. Large Assortment to Select From.

MRS. W. LINDHARDT

TI

In the Cold

LOWEST.

THE

Ladies' Collars

MOST REMARKABLE
BARUA1NS IN

Our Prices Are Much

1

ii-

CO.

GOODS

DRY

SELIGMAN

ADOLF

MILLINERY

e

DON DIEGO ADDITION
In

(Owing to the great Interest manl
fested In the Persona Column, the.
New Mexican request Its readers to
send in by mail (a postcard will do)
or by telephone (call "31") items of
this column. By doing so the readers will confer a favor on. the New
Mexican and on their friends. Communications sent by mail should bear
the signature of the writer).

r

Very Large Display of
BEAUTIFUL

A

PERSONALS

SOCIETY.

TRUST CO.

&

CAPITAL $50,000 00
'

PACE MVS

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN

APRIL 19, 1913.

TURDAY,

JUST

Another car

Patent Flour.

OUR LINE OF

EGGS FOR HATCHING

EXTRA FANCY GOODS

$2.00.3 EGGS

IS ALWAYS COMPLETE.

at any time at our store

FRESH

We

also hflve a full line

EGGS

FOR

IW

MAYES

INSURANCE

May 14th to

'

FINE CANDIES

SANTA FE

-

By depositing tickets with joint
agent at Atlanta, not later than
June 10th, and payment of $1 extension of final limit may be obtained to reach original starting
point not later than midnight of
June 30th 1J13.

..Subscribe for the Santa F. New
Mexican, the paper that boosts all
the time and works for the upbuilding of our new State.

Bonds

lt"will not pay you to waste your
time writing out your legal form
when you can get them already printed at the New Mexican Printing com-

All (Kinds.

LAUGHLIN

li

BUILDING,

NEWMEXICO

pany.

The Modern Garage
Phones Main 34 &63W

AND KEPT CLEAN
SAN FRANCISCO ST.
BROWN & PARSONS, PROPRIETORS
CARS

Scratch Pads of all descriptions as
an qualities, 10 pounds for 60 cent
-

3

irtAnnratnfuvnn.'iruuwvruxnuun

i

New Mexican office

13,1913.

LIMIT

Company.

Ranches, Orchards
Land Grants, Etc

Telephone 194 W., Room

GO.

EXTENDED RETUrlH

It will not pay you to waste your
time writing out your legal forms
when you can get them already printed at the New Mexican Printing

City Property, Farms

Of

iiitiiiiiimiMii

Dates of Sale, May 10 to

H. S. LUTZ, Agent,
Santa Fe, - - New Mexico

ESTATE

REAL

Of

St

June 1st.

For Further Particular Call On or Address,

Fire, Life, Accident
Plate Olass, Etc. Etc

Surety

GROCERY

ATLANTA, GA.

TABLE.

CHAS. A. WHEELON,
315 Palace Are.
Phone 2(!4 J.

DELICATESSAN GOODS.

1DERN

THE

GENERAL ASSEMBLIES

Round Trip Rate from Santa Fe

Anchovies
Anchovies in Oil
Anchovy Paste
Bar le Due Jelly
Artichoke Bottoms, Imported
Tuna Fish In Olive Oil
Tuna Fish, Plain
French Tunny Fish, In Olive Oil
Pate de Fois Gras
Cheese in
C. & B. Parmasan
Bottles
Imported Sardells
Dundee Marmalade
Pure Italian Olive Oil
Pure French Olive Oil
Pure French Olive Oil
Heinz Preserved Fruit In Crock
Heinz Mustard Catsup
Heinz Mandatay Sauce
Ripe Olives, Large Ones
Dusseldorf Style Mustard

8

Where Prices ar
For
Quality.

r

1

:

CHURCH

.

The early hatched Chick makes
the Winter Layer

Below you will find articles
you may be sure of getting

Tea and

S.

PRESBYTERIAN

STORED

S35

PAGE S!X

SAfllA

Santa Fe

NEW MEXICAN

SATURDAY, APRIL 19,

SWITZERLAND OF AMERICA.

THE

New Mexican

H

CAPITAL, SURPLUS AND NET PROFITS, $250,000

JVI.

The

The

-

....President
....General Manager

.............Editor

SUBSCRIPTION RATI
M.M Dally, par qaarlw, ay mil
mall
Dally, par year, by
earrtor
IMI Dally, par
Dally, tU msnths, by mll
.
WaaWy, ill manm
Wsekly. ptr yaar

!,

Where are you going to spend your vacation? If you enjoy dancing, Balling, hunting, horseback riding tennis
playing, trap shooting and all out door sports come to Valley Ranch. Two and three rom bungalows with bath,
Accommodations already reserved, ahead to July. Is
one. and two room cabins or rooms in main building.
Yours?
.

.D1

....

Jl

--

needs. Commercial Bills discounted. . Credit ani Deposit Accounts opened.. Letters of Credit and Drafts Issued on
all Countries.
Stock ExCoupons collected and cashed.
Sales
and Purchases effected.
change
Telegraphic
transfers of money made.
It Is Important for every business house to establish
bank
banking relations with a strong, service-ulvinwhere .credit can be had when required.
Exchange your Inactive funds for our t me Certificates
of Deposit
Confer with our officers In regard to your bankl.ia
business.
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thought of the problem play or the him on one occasion. But last SunTHE BYSTANDER
drama of modern life. In this present day, his day of rest, he filled his
day we "want the things of today in hide with feed at our expense and left
SEES IT
our books and our plays. We want up at a fast trot when we were taking
life as we ourselves have seen it and our afternoon nap. Cp to the present
we know it. We are on the prac- we have had no tidings of the wanderas
OLD TIME BASEBALL.
romantic view has ing one, and we're just about tired of
We were speaking of baseball yes- tical basis and the
lost its attraction. This is partially walking two miles to work every
terday and the hold it has on the
are forced to look morning and home again at night. lie
American people, and the hold it has from necessity. We
r.t life from the standpoint of how to was cropped on the left ear, had a
always had.
live and make ends meet.
trand on the left hip and was in full
Assistant Attorney General Harry
The Pennsylvania stenographer had moult. Any news concerning him will
himof
a
fan
Clancy, who is something
be greatly appreciated by the Head-lift- .
but caught the spirit of the times.
self, told of a game of ball that was
Deming Headlight.
played in 1SC7, between Santa Fe and
Las Vegas. No, Harry did not tell of AMONG
it as a game which he participated in
or saw, but only as a bit of sport hisFeed Alfalfa
tory that has come down, and is of inA man on the plains claims that a
From 39 to 63 degrees was the range
terest to sport fans.
$1,000 plant will irrigate 40 acres of
Jt was spring, and the game was alfalfa. Forty acres of alfalfa would in temperature here yesterday and the
relative humidity was 50 per
getting its grip on all sport lovers net a man in a handsome sum fed to average
cent. The temperature at 6 a. m. was
and!
stock.
whole
of
the
stock
at
country,
present prices
throughout
39 degrees.
In other cites it was as
Las Vegas thought the boys of the Plains News
follows:
Who Are They?
Meadow City could flay the boys of
Amartllo, 52; Bismark,
36; Boise,'
A woman is suing the Santa Fe
the Ancient City and Santa Fe
42; Cheyenne, 36; Dodge City, 50;
of
husband
to
loss
hor
for
for
the
$00,000
and
agreed
they
thought otherwise,
18; Grand
We know Durango, 32; Flagstaff,
n.ake final proof on the Las Vegas In a railroad accident.
irnip. women who nuu'.it to be willing! Junction, 36; Helena, 48; Kansas City,
grounds.
'
":
It was a
trip, as there to give that much to get rid of hua-28;
46;
.... ....
,u...a i,
oh h.p w---' hands thev are boardins. Clovis idena,
40;
ruoblo,
44;
Rapid
City,
Roseburg,
'Journal.
When
the
for
over
drove
they
game.
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SUFFRAGE DID IT

Will the solution of the servant girl problem come about through the campaign of ''votes for women?"
That fertile thinker, Dr. Woods Hutchinson, thinks II will. In this way:
Formerly each
It's only lately that women have learned to
toworked and thought alone. Their fight for tin ballot Is bringing them
women
see
we
Soon
really
team
them
may
is
play.
teaching
gether;
to simplify the problems of house work.
A possible result then will be a central cooking plant for the main articles
of the daily food, with service tc order and only the little individual dainties
service of contract laundresses,
prepared at home; also a
sweepers and "tiders up."
Instead of stewing all day over the kitchen stove until her face is like a
lobster's o;- wearing her patience out trying to make a servant do the house
work her way, mother, daintily clad, will each morning telephone her order
for the day's meals, tin n sit do'.vn to take her ease reading or go for a walk
in the purk.
All father will have to do will be to pay the bills,
lint, a) he has to do that now. including overworked mother's doctor
hills, no doubt he'd rather have her looking fresh and well, even if the cost
of the new
plan did run a trifle higher.'
house-to-hous-

THEEDITGRS.

e

n

SCORE ONE FOR DANIELS

Secretary of the Navy Daniels lias taken a determined stand on the question of Inning at Annapolis and will punish the hazers in a drastic manner,
if the practice is not discontinued.
It is really time for the elimination of this old fashion of Initiating students in tc y. school, and at pur naval academy and West Point the hazing
zone. StuI rocess has passed the line of humor and gone into the danger
dents have been crippled for life and even killed by these hating stunts and

rr.lpffMtpri to the Dnst.
it ia timn lliov 'fr
...
,
i- j
10 very man
wno naB aue.uitu
cuuese Iima ueeu t,..n...tt iia ...ill flvut Ob
hazce and then hazor and it was considered a necessity as introduction tt
the seductive and mvsterious arena of college life. But it has gone too far,
and in an endeavor to add to ihis initiatory proceeding, brutality has entered
in and it is time to call a halt.
Sccreiary Daniels has taken the right course. The proceedings demanded
senseby the hazing code are often not even funny; they are just bmtal and
less Staii'ting a man on his head is not anything especially amusing, either to the subiect of the performance or to the ones who are acting as the auilipiir.p.
it ia 10 the credit of Secrel'iry Daniels that he is going to put a stop In
government schools to this kind of folly.
-
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"All of Today's Nowo Today"

J. B. READ,

FRANK McKANE,

Cashier.

(4)

FOUR PER CENT

Assistant Cashier.

Per Annum

Interest Paid

on TIME DEPOSITS

nn

The Montezuma Hotel

THE WEATHER

FE, NEW MEXICO.

SANTA

.

THE TRAVELING MAN'S HOME
Cuisine and Table Service Unexcelled. Rooms en suit with
private baths. Electric light, Steam Heat,
Central Location.

.

THOS. DORAN, Prorpietor.

Large Sample Rooms.

.
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cross-countr- y

JTltTZl

of about three inches covering the dia-- i
mond. but thev were nothing daunted.
They went to work, cleared off the
and pulled off the game, and
Santa Fe won. Then, in the evening a
billiard inateh was arranged and again
Santa Fe was victor.
In telling the story, Mr. Clancy said:
"And tradition gives it to us that ou
the close of that historic day every
...n.f nf nw.nov tllllt WHO til th-- P- tflWIl flf
,......
injl.as Vegas, was safely stowed deep
the pockets of the victors from Santa
,
Fe."
From that day down to the present
cue the interest in baseball has not
waned in the old city, and we have
turned out some pretty 'nifty players
from the home grounds.
j

MZZrTe

The
thinks Mr. Mann is not the man to
l 'i"S the Republican party out of the
v. ildnerness. . What
the Republican
party needs to do that is not a mere
man, hut a AloseB, and Moses had an
easier job than will the Republican
Moses. Roswell Record.
Do It Nov.
Spring time is here, and it behooves
j.. nnll..n
ul
""i'
see
10 it mat nis premises are
'
nnr
one
town
of the
Wp ran makp

"''

vw--

?n Z
!.
southwest, but we cannot do
waiting for our neighbors to clean up
first. Gallup Independent.

h-cis-

co,

5,;

Spokane;
Winnemucca, 34

1;

FORECAST.
For Santa Fe and vicinity Generally fair and cooler tonight ; Sunday fair.
For New Mexico Tonight and Sunday generally fair; cooler in east and
south portions tonight.
CONDITIONS.
The center of the low barometer
has moved northeast to Montana this
morning, and a secondary low is over
New Mexico. Rain has fallen in Wyoming, Idaho, Oregon, Nevada, Utah, and
parts of New Mexico and Colorado,
and partly cloudy, threatening weather continues over much of the western
country, the Rocky mountain region
and the Pacific coast states. It is
cooler over Arizona, Colorado,' Utah
and Wyoming. Conditions favor
weather tonight and Sunday, cooler tonight.

woomrs stage uhe

OPEN DAY AND NIQHT

Tonopab.

From

La Salle Restaurant

BARRANCA TO TAOS
Meets Both North South
Bounds Trains.

CHAS. QANN, Prop.
Telephone II.

Leaves Barranca on the arrival of
Andrews Store.
the north bound train and arrlvei at
Regular Means, 25 cents.
Taos at 7 p. m. .
Rooms for Rent, 25c and 50c.
Ten miles shorter than any other
Short Orders at All Hours.
Good covered hacka and good
way
BY
THE
WEEK
BOARD
$5.00 teams. Fare $5.00 round
trip. Team
French Noodle Order, 20c a dish.
furnished commercial men to take In
New York Chop Suey, 60c. the
surrounding towns. Wire Embudc
Two Doors Below F.

station.

Keep Talking.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
The continuous dripping of water
Small Holding Claim No. 5838 017877.
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
will wear the' stone away, therefore,
Department of the Interior, United
January 28, 1913. ,
be encouraged, ye boosters! "Keep
f
States Land Office, Santa Fe, N. M., Department of the Interior,
..
'7
your hand on the throttle, and. your
a
Notice is hereby given that
WE SHOULD HEED IT.
,
April 9, 1913.
on the rail!" In short, don't stop
eye
a
folloPino
de
In the Forum in today's issue is
heir
of
Jose
Notice
is
the
Alarid,
that
hereby
given
in
farmer
talking dairying until every
wing-named
brief plea for the recognition of Me- the valley is shipping cream and is
claimant has tiled notice de la Cruz Pino, of Galisteo, N. M.,
of his intention to make final proof U who, on Nov. 26, 1910, made Homemorial day with such ceremonies and v.eginuing to wax fat on results of
HOTEL
ARRIVALS.
GREATLV
HELP
MAY
rites as the day calls for and I hope dairy farming. Montoya Republican.
support of his claim under Sections 16 stead Entry No. 014679, for SW
In this day of discussion as to the best method of setting the tide of the
will be heeded
Sec 31, Twp. 12 N., and
offered
17 of the act of March 3, 1891 SW
and
suggestions
of
the
One
the
JVIatter.
action
DE VARGAS.
Thing
immigir-tioaway' from our cities and toward the farm, the
N 2 NW
NW
to
SW
Section
and
Santa
that
as
recognize
Fe,
amended
the
quick
854),
(26
by
Stats.,
but
"What's the matter with Raton?"
Z, A. Oppenheimer, New York,
new secretary of agriculture, David A. Houston, is not only suggestive
act of February 21, 1893 (27 Stats., 6, Township 11 N., Range 13 E., N. M.
drawbacks those things which are helpful and use One thing that explains away certain
D. D. Conway, Alamosa, Colo.
will meet with a response from the people. One of the
.
ful will make an especial effort to keep causes, is best proven by the advice
470), and that said proof will be made P. Meridian, has filed notice of inten-Chas. Carruth, Antonito, "Colo.
to faiiii life has been in the isolation it seemed to possess. The tendency this
ever in memory.
C. Sandoval at Cuba, N. tion to make five year proof, to essacred
and
before
Juan
day
life.
farm
of
The
a
of
who
local
and
rush
bustle
into
the
prominent
S.
III.
attorney,
city
E. Hugenberger, Decatur,
has been to get away from it,
It commemorates one of the really gave advice to a man this week who
N Wl-4- , SE tablish claim to the land above deM., for the S 2 NW
was considered narrow and circumscribed and the lure was toward the city.
Harry A. Maret, Kansas City.
scribed, before Register and Receiver,
in
our
events
NE
NW
NW
autoIndependNW
history.
to
great
the
wanted
ranch
property near Raton,
Bill changes have come. The rural delivery, the telephone,
George Lougee, Canon City, Colo.
us of our birth and es- "stay off ranch property and put his
NW
'NE
NW U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M,
NW 1.4, SW
Alex M. Bogy, Los Angeles.
mobile now a common adjunct to the farm, have giien to rural life a new ence day tellsas
a nation, but Memorial money in the bank." Such advice as
W
SE
N on the 10 th day of March, 1918. '
NE 4 NW
attraction and the intention of Secretary Houston to organize the rural dwe- tablishment
A. A, Johnson, San Francisco.
Claimant names as witnesses:
NE
T.
R.
Sec.
NW
3,
llers that lliey may have the benefit of greater learning from the scientific day tells of our eternal and resistless this is one of the things "the matter
W. M. Hunter. Fort Sumner,
for
our
1 W., and S
love
Juan
and
a
add
will
as
Baca, Placido Lopez, of Ley la,
SW
SE
with
Raton."
SW
soil
of
Raton
people
from
Outside
cultivation,
this
results
the
best
strength
of
in
the securing
J. A. Adams, U. S. F. S.
standpoint
N. M .lEtonio
NE1-SE
SE
Villanueva, Agustin
the government which our forefathers i,s all right 'Raton Reporter.
SW 4 SW
tn the attractions of the life on the farm.
P.
U.
F."
S.
P.
S.
Pitchlynn,
to
NE
SW
SW
SW
Kami?, Ci Galisteo, N. M- SE
The rural life, with some of the alleged drawbacks which aave kept boys established and our willingness
I. C. Ememan, Santa Fe.
Hopes They Get Licked.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
SE
SE
NE
W
SW
uiai hub nauuu uugui
from it, removed, should attract young men to it. ana aia in uuuaing up mc 1!mate sacnuccs
A bunch of bad boys cut off the
MONTEZUMA.
1,
f n..
!,
can succeed in live, lllillvu
4
4
an
Houston
SW
RegistorNW
"j. . "
SW
iiu
west.
SE
If
uuuim
NE
sections
the
of
Secretary
srttled
luieyci
sparcely
Joan Ballantyne, City. '
lights at the Nazarene church lasi
4
SE
In his department unequaled heretofore and spirit of patriotism that Is au example
S
N
S
NW
SE
recor.l
make
a
will
this
he
doing
A. Campfield, Albuquerque.
thev
night:
They
George
Tuesday
thought
NE
SE 4 NW
SE
SW
will accomplish a great deal toward solving one problem that has vexed and for the nations of the world to pattern were very smooth with their work,
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
H. L. Taylor, Newark, X. J.
.
after.
NW
SE
Sec. 34, T. 22 N.,
disheartened our philosophers and philanthropists.
Department of the Interior, U. S.
as
was
but
matter
a
St.
fact
of
Louis.
Jack
it
pretty
O'Neill,
o
comIt is appropriate, too, that we
R. 1 W., N. M. P. M.
Land Office at Santa Fe. N. M.. Anrll
J. W. Roberts, Las Vegas.
coarse, and the next morning found
bine the remembrance of the Civil war the
He names the following witnesses 1..1913.
bunch
J.
entire
Mrs.
L.
lined
before
Lake
up
Salt
Judga
Shepherd,
COURT
City.
A MORALS
heroes with those composing the army
to prove his actual continuous adverse
Notice is hereby given that Reymun-- "
Mrs. H. Haynes, Salt Lake City.
charged with disturbing
A "morals court," intended to deal mercifully and helpfully with girls o; that later date, when all differences, Robinson,
of said tract
for twenty do Anal la, of Galisteo, N. M., who, on
possession
fined
five
were
J.
Las
Vegas.
Fielding,
gone wrong has just been started in Chicago. of
if there were any still, were forgotten public worship. They
years next preceding the survey of April 6, 1908, made Hd. Entry 06185, ,
J. Marinan, Las Vegas.
public exposure and placed and we were all Americans, the sons dollars and costs, each, which was
The first offender is spared the shams
No. 13833, for NW
Sec.
the township, viz:,
NW
it
is
when
A.
under
S.
considered
that
Denver.
light
Poggie,
under sympathetic parole. The victim of disease is provided' with hospital care
in
NE
NE
NW
J. J. Salazar, of Cuba, N. M.; Hilario 26. N
Sec.
of of Uncle Sam, with the same blood
life
from
the
Mr.
Mexico
could
New.
B.
Mrs.
the
laws
escape
sisters
all
J.
and
To
wishing
women
judge
TJity.
erring
Levert,
under
physicians.
IiUcero, of Cuba, N. M.; Onofre (iarcia, 27, Township 13 N., Range 9 E., N. M.
aid of the state, so far as it cur veins, the same spirit of patriot- have them sent to jail for ninety days.
A. P. Hereford, Denver.
vice, aid is given not charity, but the
same willingness to sacrifice
the
of LaJara, N. M.; Diego Morales, ol F. Meridian, has filed notice of inten- ism,
these
and
then
Out
no
D.
of
who
men
prey
to
upon
their parents
It is upon the
entrap
respect
Moulton, City.
is yet available.
Harry
"
tion to make five year Proof, to estab
If necessary, that was shown at names
life
N. M.
LaJara,
fall.
to
L. Hockenheimer, St. Louis.
will be given, but it is to be
women that the" rigors of the law are henceforth
1.
. ... ... i rt
... u .lain.
at
nt
u luc
Bunker
to protest Hell
auu uuuid uoaviitrcu,
:
who
Hill,
desires
to
Lexington,
a
do
to
Any
person
the
S. Fullerton, Datil. ,
justice
that
W.
Does this mean that society is getting ready at last
their
fathers
hoped
supply
C. Kinsell, S. U. Comr., at
before
H.
in another generation at
then
or
allowance
of
said
the
proof,
against
S.
C.
court
needed
class?
which
the
Denver.
Borlen,
punishment
pariah
at Shiloh, at Appomattox;
who knows of any substantial reason Stanley, N. M., on May 10, 1913.
O. A. Cogan, San Francisco. "
was unable to mete out to them.
For all the years since Christ Underly lifted sobbing Magdalene and bade Gettysburg,
Claimant names as witnesses:
then still again at Manila bay, at San Pecos
under
of
the laws and regulations of the
its
of
profession
no
the
notwithstanding
attitude
F.
P. Kahnt, Denver.
society,
more,
her sin
Valley News.
Ventura
at
Anaya, Pantaleon Montoya,
Juan
to
and
such
Hill,
Interior
Santiago.
not
lift
up
why
not
Department
proof
merciful,
not
eager
.
pitiful,
Christian ideals, has been,
Mayhey, Datil.
The Horseless Headlight.
I hope that this day, our Memorial
severe.
fhould not be allowed will be given an Jrsp Vfllnntft Pinn Villnniiava nTt rff
Ellen
Datil.
inspire with the vision of a better way, but scornful, contemptuous,
Mayhey,
. That hero of The Lady of the Lake
Galisteo, N. M.
day, will be remembered as it should
It has stoned the victim while letting the victimizer go free.
Theodore F. Chardovoyne, Newark, opportunity at the
'
R-- .
,
MANUEL
who
of
loss
in
mourned
his
verse
the
with
OTERO,
e
the
and
with
it
time and place to
inspires
Spirit
be,
the
It has bowed its head in homage to wealth wrung from
N. J.
' Register. :
ceremonies that will recall to us once gallant gray steed has nothing on the
witness of said claimant, and to offer
in industry and from woman's martyrdom in vice.
M. A. Gonzales, Abiquiu.
in
the matter of grief. Up
evidence In rebuttal of that submitted
It has cultivated a vulture civilization because unwilling to apply the more, what it has cost to make this Headlight
A. H. Chase, New York.
There Is no case on record of- -a
nation what it is, and that from this! till last Sunday we owned a gray pony
Golden Rule.
by claimant.
cold or lagrippe developing
EUROPEAN.
'
'
was
that
the
of
with
our
of
cough,
we
draw
old
eye.
and
futile
Why,
its
way
and
may
cruel
pride
dealing
this
recognition,
day
It Is a cheering sign that
MANUEL R. OTERO,
.
into bronchitis, pneumonia or consJ. J. Rietz, Telluride, Colo.
lessons that will be helpful to us in we thought so much of that eayuse
the social evil is beginning to Ise popularity at last.
.
Register.
umption-after
that we refused as high as $17.50 for
Foley's Honey and Tar
James T. Garrett, Antonito, Colo.
It is heartening to find growth of desire to do something for the fallen our future course as a people.
has been taken. The genCompound
WHERE'S THE ROMANCE.
woman other than to kick her deeper into the mire.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
t- uine is in a yellow, package. Refuse"
We seem, in this practical comme"-cia- l
It Is refreshing to see signs of support for policies that tend to check
of the Interior, V. S. substitute. Capital Pharmacy.Department
race.
of
the
to
from
to
of
be
aSase
tin
daughters
the power
age,
greed
getting away
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M., April
in a certain sense and everyIt is fine to watch the rainbow of promise form as the rays of the rising
9, 1913.
tears.
on
,
woman's
to
shine
sun of love begin
thing is business.
Notice is hereby given that Hiram
u
Here's the case of a stenographer In
Bennett, of Stanley, N. M., who, on
who took half an
Pa.,
Orppiisbure,
SUDDEN
IS
March 18th. 1907, made
Homestead
bourTbff from work the other day to bo j
DAY.
memo'rial
spired" such noble deeds of 'heroism, Entry 04042 No. iom,' for - NE
No spectacle is more edifying than that of a sinner coming to repentance.
to
and
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type
caucuses.
hold
open-dooto
decided
we
in
shall not deserve the greatness Section 26, Township 11 N., Range 8
The Republicans
Memrial
congress have
should
be
this
day
year
writer immediately after the cereTo be sure, this exhibit of deference to public interest in government
celebrated with reverence by all the they gave us. What better lesson of E N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice
Piorals would the observance of this of intention to make five-yecomes somewhat late and would be more impressive if there were enough mony.
proof.
not
have happen- people. The sentiment prevailing on solemn day by oar school children to establish claim to the land above
That simply could
Republicans in congress to make their caucuses very important,
ed a few years ago, but today, the this day is a lesson to mankind which teach? Out of this lesson will come described, before
But far be it from us to cavil.
Harry C. Kinsell, TJ.
bread and butter proposition is the tends to the making of heroic figures to mankind a mother's remembrance S. Commissioner, at
Whatever the motive, the new policy is a good one.
Stanley, N. M., on
1
first consideration. The life pace is iii life. The day ought not to be de- of her first born
It is so good lhat we don't hesitate to recommend it strongly to all
babe, the lover his May 20, 1913.
roto
included.
like
let
Underwood's
warm
a little thing
too
Mr.
secrated "by meaningless pleasures. dead sweetheart, and the young man Claimant names as witnesses:
May 12
mance interfere with business and a The lesson taught mankind by the sac- his honored father. It would be a
Jerry Bennett, M. L. Robertson, J.
And now again interest centers in the pie counter in New Mexico, and position that has the meal ticket at- rifices which the soldiers of our nation of sacred memories' for us all. As day H. Cantwell, J. H. Slane, all of Stan
has
all will be watching to see who gets the piece with the plum in it Sec tachment is too valuable to let slip have made for the great good of us all teen said,, it would then hold an In- ley, N. M
... '
...
'
Remero has resigned by request. The demand on Wilson was evidently too away.
should actually broaden the scope and tense personality for everybody.':
MANUEL R. OTERO,
.
.
strenuous to be resisted,' and he has opened the door to another hungry apI guess the Greensburg girl was a significance of the day by raising it - It is suggested that the local school
;
".''.
Register.
plicant to bid him enter. The contest for the marshalship has been stiff and wise stenographer. She saw the bird from the time honored custom of board assist in
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in the hand and it looked better than merely recalling events In the life of eld soldiers in Santa Fe and that an
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though
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Dates of Sale, May 6th lo 9th
our glorious nation from I860 to 18G5, cfternoon be set aside for memorial
r what other remedies have failed to
were practically united. Into whose watering mouth the $4,000 plum will aany number in the bush. She has both to remembrance
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a
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will
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Pills
be
will
Foley Kidney
surely
Return Limit, May 25th, 191 j. ..
drop will doubtless soon be known and another all important qaestlon
in "all our wars. The public should not
It is also suggested that on Me- help you. They-a- re
genuinely tonic,
decided. The local distribution is causing a good deal of interest, not to say her independent and when she has
heroic
sacriand
the
services
if
in
tried
feels
the
she
forget
morial day the school children
combination,
of strengthening and curative, build up
worry, as it is many a year since democracy has stood under the tree in the
clined she can hold on to the one shei fices of thousands of men and women, Santa Fe participate in . that . silent the kidneys and restore their regular
attitude of recipient.
SANTA FE ALL THE WAY.
sacrilikes best and let the other go.
..'
for. without, those "services and
0
march to the National cemetery and action. John Velbert, Foster, Calif.,
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For further particulars call
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